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Abstract

A survey was completed by 362 active duty Air Force members in December
2000 regarding their perceptions of schedule predictability, work-family conflict, job
satisfaction, organizational commitment, and intent to stay with the Air Force. Theory
suggests that a program designed to create schedule predictability, the Expeditionary
Aerospace Force (EAF), would moderate the relationship between predictability and
intent to stay. Using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), plausible evidence was found
to support the idea that schedule predictability plays a role in intentions to stay via workfamily conflict, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment. Additional evidence
supported the theory that the path relationships generated via SEM changed in strength
for demographic sub-categories based on the presence of dependent family members, but
not for sub-categories based on assignment under the EAF.
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PREDICTABILITY, WORK-FAMILY CONFLICT,
AND INTENT TO STAY:
AN AIR FORCE CASE STUDY

I. Introduction

The Reemergence of an Expeditionary Mindset
The world is changing fast. New threats, new technologies, and new tools
are changing the way we prepare for conflict. The 21st century Air Force
must be ready for the challenges....The Expeditionary Aerospace Force
defines our structure, culture, and operations. We need to be a light, lean,
and lethal fighting machine, prepared to make and keep the peace. Built
in this concept is a mindset that we are ready to go anywhere, anytime to
carry out our mission. (Air Force Manual 10-100, 1999, n. pag.)
Emergent from the chaos and uncertainty in the worldwide arena of Twenty-first
Century is a return to traditional airpower deployment. The United States air forces, as a
branch of the Army, acted as an expeditionary organization in World War I and in both
theaters of World War II. Expeditionary United States airmen defended not their home
soil, but that of an ally, yet in each instance, they defended that soil as if it were their
own. Borrowing from Air Force Field Manual 10-100, expeditionary means, ".. .ready to
go anywhere, anytime to carry out our mission" (1999, n. pag.). The expeditionary
mindset exists at the root of Air Force tradition in the actions of early American airmen
such as Mitchell, Arnold, and Kenney (For a more thorough history of the Air Force as an
expeditionary force, see Davis, 1998).

But the bipolar world of communism versus democracy that those airmen left us
has disappeared. Within the context of this new world, the confluence of an alarmingly
ill defined threat with a decreased budget and personnel pool present role-defining
challenges for the Air Force. Thus, the United States airmen of the new century are
poised at a unique crossroads. At one side of that crossroads, a growing reliance on the
Air Force as a political enforcing agent by the US has created an increase in the
Operations Tempo (OPSTEMPO), or the frequency and duration of time airmen spend
away from their home stations. The OPSTEMPO increase has impacted Air Force
readiness, morale, retention, recruiting, and modernization (Expeditionary Aerospace
Force, 1999). At the other side of that crossroads is a general decline in strength (or
number of airmen), a manifestation of the post Cold War "peace dividend"
(Expeditionary Aerospace Force, 1999). For the remainder of this report I will use the
term "airmen" to identify active duty enlisted and officer personnel in the United States
Air Force.
The Expeditionary Air Force Program
Recent Expeditionary Operations. Examples of the recent employment of
airpower include limited regional conflicts such as Operations NORTHERN WATCH
and SOUTHERN WATCH in the Middle East and Operation ALLIED FORCE in
Kosovo, Yugoslavia. In these operations, the utilization of expeditionary air power was
as a primary and unilateral tool of enforcing political will. These missions, along with
the humanitarian relief and peacekeeping efforts commonly referred to as Military
Operations Other Than War (MOOTW), have spawned a new force deployment mindset

that is not all that different from that of the Air Force's founders, the Expeditionary
Aerospace Force (EAF).
A Change in Philosophy. In the Fall of 1999, the United States Air Force initiated
a change in deployment philosophy known as the EAF. The program borrows its key
term, "expeditionary", from that used to describe US Army Air Force units in World War
I. Essentially, the EAF paradigm is designed to provide the air power leader, ".. .the tools
to better manage the force, determine its stresses, and when, where, and how to focus
contingency OPSTEMPO relief (Expeditionary Aerospace Force, 1999, n. pag.). At its
most basic level, the EAF organizes the Air Forces of the United States into units
designed as they would be needed on a deployment and provides those units with a
predictable schedule by which all airman, from the unit commander to the most junior
enlisted member, may plan their lives.
Problems Prior to EAF. While aircraft and pilots typically deployed according to
their home base assignment, Expeditionary Combat Support (ECS) personnel (including
but not limited to, logistics, maintenance, civil engineer, communications, and services)
deployed on an individual basis prior to the EAF, under a program known as Palace
Tenure. Palace Tenure deployed most support personnel one individual at a time,
removing them from their home units and attaching them to provisional organizations
overseas. Thus, airmen who often times had never worked together before were forced to
adapt to not only a new physical environment, but a new working one as well. With the
EAF, these personnel train and deploy along with assigned aircraft units as complete
entities during a scheduled window of deployment vulnerability.

A Return to Tradition. While it would be easy for the casual observer of the EAF
program implementation to claim a loss of tradition, this argument is based on the Air
Force of recent memory: the forward deployed, Cold War, nuclear deterrent force of the
1950s through the late 1980s. The certainty of the Cold War is no more. The EAF
reaches deeper into the traditions of United States flying forces, World War I and World
War II, to interact with that uncertain future with a mobile and flexible force.
A Necessary Change. According to Jane's International Defense Review, "The
EAF plan is not something the USAF wanted to do, but something it had to do...the Air
Force sees the EAF as a way to accomplish its missions, while maintaining its long-term
investments and arresting a threatened decay in readiness" (Sweetman, 2000). The two
main challenges of the EAF program, and key aspects of readiness, are (a) to
operationally train and deploy Air Force combat forces in the most appropriate manner
and (b) to provide units, airmen, and families the schedule stability and predictability
they need to plan for time off, training, and school (Expeditionary Aerospace Force,
1999). For the remainder of this report, the term "predictability" will be used to represent
stability and predictability, collectively.
A Link Between the EAF and Retention. A primary issue of concern, not only to
the Air Force, but the DoD as a whole is the job satisfaction of airmen and its impact on
retention. Bernard D. Rostker, prior to his confirmation as Undersecretary of Defense for
Personnel and Readiness, indicated that, "...the key to retaining mid-grade officers and
enlisted personnel is 'job satisfaction, which includes the off-duty as well as the duty
environment'" (Washington, 2000, p. 6). He suggests that deployment uncertainty,
manifested by too many or too few deployments, can lead to decreased job satisfaction

and commitment to the organization. Thus the EAF, in establishing a system to
standardize deployment and training schedules, may have a significant impact on
retention. His reference to the off-duty environment is an acknowledgment that airmen's
families are integral parts of the decision to stay with the Air Force as well. The US
General Accounting Office (GAO), in a report to Congress, indicated that among key
indicators for the stresses that the current deployment requirement causes on the Air
Force are a decline in recruiting and retention along with less predictability of
deployments for personnel and their families (GAO, 2000). While acknowledging the
potential benefits of the EAF program to compensate for these stresses, the GAO report
suggests that:
More quantifiable goals [in addition to current Air Force goals and
measures] and a comprehensive analysis of progress toward meeting these
goals could provide the Air Force with the management information
needed to know whether the Expeditionary Concept is an improvement
over past deployment patterns or whether adjustments to the Concept are
needed, (p. 26)
Research Purpose
Current Studies. The majority of studies pertaining to the EAF focus on the
operational deployment aspects of the new deployment paradigm. This work is not an
attempt to question the soundness of the program in terms of military strategy and its
effectiveness as a weapon of war, rather, it is an objective look at the impact that such a
strategy has upon Air Force members' lives. No previous studies were found which
focused on the second major challenge of the EAF, predictability, from a behavioral
science approach. Currently, the Air Force measures predictability in terms of the
number of days that an individual is notified of a deployment, prior to actually deploying

as well as tracking the number of days spent away from home station. This study should
act as a companion to such objective measures and help provide a more comprehensive
analysis of the expeditionary concept. To fill the need for a more thorough analysis, this
study examines the effect of the EAF program on predictability and other work-related
concepts. Specifically, the study explores the program's impact as one of the factors
affecting the retention of deployable Air Force members.
Thesis Focus. The study focuses on the effects of the EAF on active duty
members as a distinct group, one tied by a common bond of deployment experiences and
culture. Reserve forces, while called upon by EAF plans, are not included in this study.
Most likely, the reservists' dual roles as citizen-soldiers bring into play different issues
than active duty airmen. The balance of active duty Air Force military personnel, such
as those involved in materiel acquisition and research or non-deployable functional staffs,
are used as a comparison group. The study also seeks to determine if the presence of
dependents in an airman's life impacts the manner through which the EAF program
impacts retention.
Relevant Theoretical Constructs. This study is an attempt to evaluate, in part, an
existing program. The first step in this evaluation is to understand the practical
environment in which the program was employed. The Air Force, within the context of
its expeditionary background, reacted to the problems of increased OPSTEMPO and
decreased personnel strength, in a sense, being asked to deploy more with less personnel,
by implementing the EAF program. Providing a meaningful schedule seemed like an
appropriate response to a deployment system that lacked order. The anticipated outcome

of such a solution is greater predictability of work schedules, leading to improved
retention of trained personnel.
Relating Job Satisfaction, Organizational Commitment, and Intent to Stay. The
second step, and a primary goal of this thesis, is to apply the theoretical framework on top
of the Air Force's actions through the use of a construct model. Tett and Meyer (1993)
offer us a portion of that framework. In a path analysis based on a meta-analytic review
of job satisfaction, organizational commitment, intent to quit, and turnover, Tett and
Meyer found support for a relationship as indicated in Figure 1. They found that both job
satisfaction and organizational commitment contributed independently to intent to quit
(with job satisfaction's contribution the more significant of the two), and that intent to
quit subsequently predicted actual turnover.

Figure 1. Construct Model: Tett & Meyer (1993)

Intent to Stay as a Substitute for Retention. Due to study limitations, actual
turnover cannot be measured, so intent will serve as a substitute. Additionally, the Air

Force tends to refer to the struggle to keep its personnel from leaving the Service in the
positive context (retention) rather than the negative context preferred by the literature
(turnover). Thus, the term "intent to stay" will be used in place of intent to quit,
reversing the polarity of all influencing relationships upon the construct, but better fitting
the context of the Air Force. Research conducted by Lance (1991) indicates both job
satisfaction and organizational commitment, in the context of their impact on retention,
arise from overlapping sets of work environment perceptions.
Relating Work-Family Conflict and Predictability. Lance (1991) goes on to
discuss another indicated impact on retention: role stress. This study examines EAF
Work-Family Conflict (WFC) as a specific form of Lance's suggested work environment
perception in the form of a role conflict. Many, but not all, deployed airmen fill two
roles, one as expeditionary warriors and one as a family member with others who require
their support. For the purposes of this research, the study classifies such family members
as dependents. Because dependent situations vary, the importance of the relationship
between predictability, work-family conflict, and retention should vary as well (the more
severe the dependence, the more important the path is as compared to all other paths).
Such role stress (created when there are conflicts to simultaneously fill both roles) is
often defined as WFC. If one has a friction between what their work and family ask of
them (WFC), then most likely their work behavior will be altered to reflect a decrease in
job satisfaction and a similar decrease in commitment to the organization. Figure 2
combines the Tett and Meyer (1993) and Lance (1991) models along with the use of the
term "intent to stay" in place of "intent to quit." Figure 3 incorporates predictability into
the Tett & Meyer (1993) and Lance (1991) combined model.

Figure 2. Construct Model: Tett & Meyer (1993) and Lance (1991) Combined, Initial

Figure 3. Construct Model: Tett & Meyer (1993) and Lance (1991) Combined, Final

Research Question and Hypotheses. In the thesis, I attempted to answer the
following research question by applying the theorized construct model in Figure 3 to a
random selection of airmen.
Research Question: How has predictability influenced the intent to stay of active
duty Air Force personnel?
An initial justification of the model was required to further examine the influences of
predictability on intent to stay. To begin to study those influences, the study focused on
the first hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Predictability, through a combination of intermediate constructs,
has a positive impact on intent to stay.
After examining the overall model fit, the study attempted to uncover a deeper
relationship. If one has dependents, then a construct that deals specifically with a role
conflict that requires some level of dependent presence (WFC), it seems intuitive that an
attempt to mediate that role stress will cause those constructs to have greater importance
for an individual. The study offered the following hypothesis to examine the dependent
effects:
Hypothesis 2: Respondents who are supporting dependents will show a stronger
relationship between predictability and work-family conflict than those without
dependents.
After looking at the effect of dependents, the study examined another relationship that
divided the sample population: assignment to under the EAF. If one is assigned under a
program directed toward reducing WFC, then it also seems intuitive that being a part of
that program will increase the importance of such a relationship between the program
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(predictability) and WFC, if such a program is effective. The study offered the additional
hypothesis to examine this relationship:
Hypothesis 3: Respondents reporting assignment to an AEF will show a
stronger relationship between predictability and work-family conflict than those
not reporting AEF assignment.
Thesis Overview. This thesis attempts to answer the research question with the
guide of the four hypotheses. In chapter two, a review of the literature relevant to the
hypothesized construct relationships was conducted. In chapter three, the procedure by
which data was gathered and analyzed was summarized. In chapter four the data analysis
are reported. The fifth and final chapter discussed the implications of the data analysis in
answering the research questions.
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II. Literature Review

Past Expeditionary Experience: The Background
Undercurrent of Expeditionary Tradition. As mentioned earlier, the Army Signal
Corps and Air Corps, predecessors to the present day Air Force, deployed in an
expeditionary manner throughout its history. Dowdy (2000) notes:
The Air Force has always been 'expeditionary' in the sense that it has
taken the fight to the enemy, whether Pancho Villa in Mexico; the
German's in World War I Europe; The Japanese in Burma, the
Philippines, and the Pacific; or the Nazis and Italian fascists in North
Africa and Europe, (p.l)
At the end of World War II, the rise of bipolar superpowers, coupled with the reliance
upon defensive, strategic deterrence, led the Air Force to station its personnel as a
permanent presence in fixed, forward locations around the globe. To some extent, the
culture of the Air Force changed to meet this static deployment strategy. Airmen and
their families adapted and accepted as the norm assignments at forward located bases far
from the United States. Essentially, these forward locations were in the back yard of the
communist threat that they countered. The mission was essentially brought to them. But
the expeditionary mindset, where individuals go anywhere and do anything, was not
altogether lost.
Post-World War II Deployment. The Composite Air Strike Force (CASF),
formed around the time of the Korean War, exists as one of the few exceptions to the
stationary, Cold War mindset of the Post World War II Air Force. Nowak (1999) notes
the similarities between the emerging EAF and the CASF. Formed in the years after the
Korean War, the CASF,".. .emphasized rapid deployment of decisive air power
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anywhere in the world in minimal time (p. 16)." However, this Cold War anomaly did
not last. Nowak attributes the deactivation of the CASF in 1973 to the burden that the
Vietnam War placed upon non-nuclear deterrent personnel and aircraft. Expeditionary
deployment concepts would not again emerge in such a public form until the 1990s when
opposing trends of increased deployment rates and decreased personnel forced a fresh
look at the existing Cold War structure.
Deployment Challenges: The Problem
A superimposed representation best illustrates the bind that decreasing personnel
strength and increasing deployment commitments make on the Air Force. As Figure 4
depicts, OPSTEMPO (represented as number of personnel deployed) and number of
personnel (represented by active duty strength) are based on units of people. Note the
scale difference between personnel deployed (0-35,000) and active duty strength (0600,000). Generally, the data indicate that the Air Force has been tasked to deploy more
people since the late 1980s while simultaneously experiencing a decrease in the number
of those eligible to be deployed. In the decade since the Persian Gulf War (shown in the
figure as the spike in deployment in 1990), deployment levels have steadily increased
(Figure 4). For instance, the Air Force filled less than 5,000 deployment positions in
1988 while that number of positions filled in 1999 reached nearly 20,000, a fourfold
increase.
Airmen Deploying More. Due to this increase, and assuming a static pool of
eligible airmen, any effects caused by deployments either touched a greater proportion of
the active duty strength or more often called upon the same individuals who had already
deployed. The reality is, fewer and fewer individuals are on active duty to carry the
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expanding deployment burden. Eventually, the burden may become too much for those
who are left to handle it, and these airmen will begin to leave the Service, despite an
increased reliance on reserve forces. Based on these trends, an effective management
program, that clearly defines a deployment schedule, is certainly needed to avoid such
dire consequences.

•88 «89 -90 «91 »92 »93 »94 -95 »96 -97 »98 »99
Source: Aerospace Expeditionary Force, 2000

Figure 4. Air Force Strength vs. Deployments, 1988-1999

OPTEMO Increase effects. Before examining the relationship between personnel
deployed and active duty strength, a few definitions are required. For the purposes of this
study, a deployment is an official duty away from home, where an airman is temporarily
assigned to another unit under a new chain-of-command. For the duration of the time
deployed, the airman is in effect, a member of that deployed unit. An example of a
deployment is a three-month reassignment to a base in a Middle Eastern country
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supporting aircraft patrolling one of the no-fly zones over Iraq. In contrast, a Temporary
Duty (TDY) is an official duty away from home where there is no change of assignment
such as a short school or an industry conference. Although these two duty types are
essentially time spent away from airmen's home stations, only deployment time was
typically considered a part of OPSTEMPO. Recent efforts in the Air Force have
recognized that time spent away from home is difficult whether it is for a TDY or a
deployment. In response to this realization, the Service is now tracking the days spent
away from home for each individual.
Decreasing Force Strength. The assumption of a static personnel pool is a luxury
the Air Force did not enjoy in the post-Persian Gulf War. Exacerbating the increase in
deployments was a decrease in active duty strength, effectively reducing the pool from
which deployable personnel were drawn. In many cases the same airmen simply
deployed more often. Figure 4 illustrates the change of active duty strength relative to
deployment rate. Theoretically, these two trends will never meet: the pool of deployment
eligible airmen will not exceed the number of deployable positions to be filled. However,
any problems resulting from increased strain on an ever-smaller population will most
likely amplify as these two trends approach each other. Making this problem even worse,
is that not every active duty airmen is eligible to be deployed. Nearly 35 percent of the
active duty population hold jobs where they cannot be deployed, such as those involved
with acquisition, training, school, or recruiting (Commanders' NOT AM, 2000). These
increases in demand for deployable airmen, coupled with a decrease in the number of
such individuals, have forced the Air Force into a personnel management bind, one that
the EAF will attempt to mitigate.
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EAF: The Solution
Defining the Program. An important first step in understanding the EAF concept
lies in an understanding of terms. According to the Aerospace Expeditionary Force
Center introductory briefing (2000), the EAF concept is defined as, "Our vision for how
to organize, train and equip to create a mindset and cultural state that embraces the
unique characteristics of aerospace power (n. pag.)." A very similar, but unique term as
defined by the briefing is the Aerospace Expeditionary Force (AEF). The briefing
characterizes the AEF in the following manner, "An organization of aerospace
capabilities that provides tailored forces to meet theater CINC [Commander in Chief]
needs (n. pag.)." In much simpler terms, the briefing relates the two concepts with the
statement, "EAF is who we are, AEF is what we do (n. pag.)." Thus, EAF is the culture
and attitudes of being ready to go anywhere and do anything, while the AEF's are
specifically designated units of individuals and aircraft ready for deployment on a
predetermined schedule to fill Air Force requirements.
The EAF Program in Practice. Joint Vision 2020 (2000), the Air Force's tool to
lay the foundation for the service over the two decades following its publication provides
an excellent summary of the EAF program:
We have constituted ten deployable Aerospace Expeditionary Forces, or
AEFs. Two AEFs, trained to task, are always deployed or on call to meet
current national requirements while the remaining force trains, exercises,
and prepares for the full spectrum of operations, (n. pag.)
Figure 5 depicts the rotational schedule of the ten AEFs. At any time, each of the AEFs
is in one of the stages in the cycle: (a) deployment or on call for deployment (b) recovery
from deployment (c) normal training and exercises and (d) preparation for deployment.
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15 Month Cycle
Deployment/On Call
(3 months)

_x
FORCES

AEF 1&2

Recovery
(2 weeks)

*

Normal Training and Exercises
(9+months)

AEF 5&6
AEF 7&8

Source: Aerospace Expeditionary Force, 2000

Figure 5. AEF Deployment Cycle
A GAO report, outlines the current use of the AEFs when they are in the "deployment"
stage:
Currently, the five contingency operations to be covered by these forces
include: (1) Northern Watch in Iraq, (2) Southern Watch in Iraq, (3)
Operation Deliberate Force in Bosnia, (4) counter-drug operations in
South America and the Caribbean, and (5) North Sea operations in
Iceland. Because each pair of forces [the two AEFs in the deployment/on
call phase in Figure 2] is greater than these force requirements, not all
forces scheduled for deployment will actually deploy, (p. 3)
Thus the time that a unit, and that unit's personnel spend within the three-month on call
phase is typically referred to as a "vulnerability window", because the personnel may not
actually have to deploy. The effect of this program is to place order on a system that
prior to it, had little order. Now, all airmen should know exactly where their unit falls in
the rotational schedule, and with this information, should know when they will be at
home and when they can expect to be away.
Impact on the Individual Airman. What the EAF means for the active duty
airmen, is that they should know, with some level of predictability, which three months
out of the next fifteen they are vulnerable for deployment. While not necessarily assuring
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that individuals will actually deploy, the EAF program provides twelve months of
relatively predictable time to organize non-duty related schedules. Airmen may schedule
such non-duty events as family gatherings or college courses, avoiding their three-month
vulnerability windows.
Intent to Stay: The Outcome
Job Satisfaction and Intent to Stay Theory. Spector (1997) argues that strong
evidence exists to suggest that a decrease in job satisfaction leads to a related decrease in
retention. The strong correlation between the two constructs is well-founded (Crampton
& Wagner 1994; Hulin, Roznowski, & Hachia, 1985). Figure 6 represents a simplified
model of the relationship between factors affecting job satisfaction and their relation to
retention. Note that Spector (1997) uses the term "intent to quit" while this study views
the construct in the positive sense as "intent to stay". Key to this study, and to the Air
Force's EAF program is the organizational factor of deployment scheduling.
Organizational factors are those outside of the control of the individual. While personal
factors, or those that an individual can control, play a role in the job satisfaction/intent to
stay relationship, this study focuses on the impact of the organizational factor effects.
Because individual factors are personal, they will tend to be specific to the individual.
The EAF (the framework for this study) is an organizational factor, so discounting
personal factors is not a significant problem to examining the effects of the program.
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Figure 6. Spector Model of Job Satisfaction/Retention Constructs
Source: adapted from Spector, 1997 p. 64

OPSTEMPO as the Main Retention Factor. Of course, the EAF is only effective
if the Air Force manages to retain those individuals that train toward employing under the
program so that they can reap the benefits of predictable scheduling. If airmen with
expeditionary experience are lost, then the experience that they gain, and in turn, pass
along to others is gone forever. Evidence suggests that the deployment schedule is a
major determinant for individuals considering whether or not to stay with the Air Force.
Sweetman (2000) notes that, "According to surveys and experience, the USAF's
increased operational tempo [OPSTEMPO] and long deployments are major factors in
the low retention rates" (n. pag.). While the EAF cannot change national defense policy,
it can work to spread the impact of such a policy across a greater number of deployable
airmen. The GAO (2000) reports that, "The Expeditionary Concept is likely to achieve
its objective of spreading the deployment burden over a large part of the Air Force's
combat forces..." (p. 5). Thus the EAF, as an organizational factor, attempts to control
the externally imposed requirement of deployment due to national interest.
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Military versus Civilian Retention. Retention is a uniquely poignant problem for
the armed services, and the Air Force as well. In the civilian world, a company might fail
to retain a junior employee, only to rehire that same employee—years later—with
experience gained at a similar company within its industry. Another related possibility
outside of the military is the hiring of a mid-level employee with experience gained at
another organization. In many cases, when an individual leaves the military, that servicemember as well as their experience and training, are lost forever. Service members are,
in effect, grown within the system and retained. For the Air Force to effectively manage
its personnel, it is important that that Service understands the impact its policies and
programs have upon the retention of individual airmen.
Stayers, Separators, and Undecideds. The Air Force has studied retention, loosely
defined as the percentage of airmen who would choose to stay with the Service when
given the chance to separate, since the mid-1980s (1999 USAF Careers, 1999). The
studies typically separated individuals into three groups: stayers, separators, and
undecideds based on their intent to remain with the Service. While the stayer category
for senior members has shown a moderate decrease since the 1980s, that same category
for both junior officers and mid-grade enlisted members has decreased dramatically.
Tables 1 and 2, from the Results of the 1999 USAF Careers and New Directions Surveys,
indicate these relationships for officer and enlisted categories, respectively. The junior
officer and mid-grade enlisted categories are important because it is at this point that
career decisions are made. In support of the proposition that these groups are at critical
career decision points are the relatively high stayer rates for senior officer and enlisted
members. These rates show that those categories of individuals are more than likely to
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complete a career to retirement. With retention defined as the key output of this study,
the factors that influence intent to stay become important.
Table 1. Air Force Officer Career Intentions, 1986-1999
1986
78

1989
64

1993
72

1996
59

1999
45

Separate
Undecided

14
8

24
12

14
14

28
13

40
15

Stay

97

93

89

89

82

1
2

4
3

8
3

9
2

13
5

Intent (% of total)
Stay

Rank
01-03*

04-05**

Separate
Undecided

* - Second Lieutenant through Captain
** - Major through Lieutenant Colonel
Data Source: 1999 USAF Careers and New Directions Surveys, Air Force Personnel Center

Table 2. Air Force Enlisted Career Intentions, 1989-1999
1989
33

1996
29

1999
24

Separate
Undecided

51
16

53
18

52
24

Second

Stay
Separate
Undecided

62
36
8

50
41
9

36
48
16

Career

Stay
Separate
Undecided

96
3
1

89
8
3

81
10
9

Term of Enlistment
First

Intent (% of total)
Stay

Data Source: 1999 USAF Careers and New Directions Surveys, Air Force Personnel Center

Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment: The Antecedents
Researchers have identified a concurrent relationship between job satisfaction and
organizational commitment on turnover (Lance, 1991; Tett & Meyer, 1993). Turnover in
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the prevailing literature is analogous (in an inverse manner) to retention in the military.
Job satisfaction has been found to result from individual appraisals of specific job
characteristics (Locke, 1976; Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969). Researchers have found
an asymmetric relationship: the effect of job satisfaction on turnover intention is greater
than the effect of organizational commitment (Lance, 1991; Tett & Meyer, 1993).
Furthermore, Lance (1991) suggests that, while affect (a combination of satisfaction and
commitment), explains the majority of turnover intent, the constructs of equity and role
stress were also determined to, "...play direct roles in determining turnover cognitions"
(p. 152). Included in these role stresses: realistic job previews, role overload, role
ambiguity, and role conflict—all aspects included in the theoretical model presented in
Chapter I. A primary source of such role stress for individual airmen deployed for an
extended period is the ambiguity of work versus family demands. Those deployed are
asked to fill competing roles as both expeditionary airmen and family members.
Work-Family Conflict: EAF Specific Antecedent
Family as an Explanation. Two critical aspects of an individual's life, nearly
mutually exclusive categorizations, are work and family. Frone, Russell, and Cooper
(1992-b) argue that each aspect is an important perspective from which a researcher may
view an individual. Because this study involves both work and individual factors, both
must be included in some manner. Having acknowledged the importance of these
factors, I next consider the nature of their relationship to individual behavior.
Role Conflicts. Role conflicts in general exist when the demands of two,
mutually-exclusive roles demand limited resources under an individuals control, most
likely the resource of time (Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek, & Rosenthal, 1964). Role
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conflicts are a potential issue for airmen when the interests of an individual as an Air
Force member and as a family member come into conflict in their demands for the same
segments of time (Frone et al., 1992-b). Conflicts are bi-directional, meaning both the
work and the family can suffer negative impacts due to deprived time. Studies have
indicated the existence of such a reciprocal relationship (Frone et al., 1992-b). When the
negative impact affects the family, the construct is Work-Family Conflict (WFC). When
the opposite is true, that the family demands negatively impact the work, the construct is
Family-Work Conflict (FWC). In another study, Frone et al. (1992-a) indicate that job
Stressors and job involvement are positively related to WFC while family Stressors and
family involvement are positively related to FWC. Because the EAF is a change to the
work environment, this study focuses on the first conflict, WFC. Additionally, while
work may affect certain family attitudes and behaviors (as with FWC), the outcome
variable of the study, retention, necessitates a focus on the relationship in a single
direction.
Sociodemograpic Effects. The evidence of modifying effects on the impact of
WFC is not clear. Frone et al. (1992-b) found no significant differences in WFC
outcomes based on sociodemographic categorizations such as marital status and number
of dependents. In opposition to these findings, Rothausen (1999) asserts that family is a
significant indicator of many work attitudes and behaviors. Thus, the impact that
sociodemograpic categorizations (marital status and number of dependents in particular)
on WFC is not certain. One potential explanation for the inconsistencies in the literature
as to the outcome of WFC is the context within which the conflict takes place. For the
population of this EAF study, the impact of non-family related sociodemographic factors
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should be insignificant as presented by Frone et al (1992-b). However, the impact of
family related categorizations (marital status and number of dependents) should modify
the effect that the family has on the work behavior of the individual. The reason for this
hypothesized relationship is that the separation from family that normally causes stress is
typically measured in a population that returns home each evening after work.
Rothausen's (1999) study is a qualitative meta-analysis of thirty-two articles from leading
psychology journals and thus, should draw upon a more diverse population of families.
Her study should be more inclusive of non-traditional family separation, in particular that
experienced by deploying airmen.
Deployment Separations as Absolutes. The separations involved with deployed
Air Force personnel are anything but typical when compared to most traditional studies.
Rather than being separated by long office hours (the context with which most studies
examine WFC), airmen are separated by great distances and must rely on the limited
communication tools of the nation where the deployment is taking place. Airmen are
afforded limited or costly telephone privileges and must rely on electronic mail (a widely
available form of communication while deployed) to maintain communication with
family. The reality that deployed airmen are typically located in time zones opposite to
those in the US mean that their families are further impaired in dealing with off-duty
concerns.
Levels of Dependency as Moderating Factors. Research by Cooke and Rousseau
(1984) suggests that the level of family dependency affects the level of physical and
psychological strain. The levels of dependency that Cooke and Rousseau (1984)
examined included: (1) single, (2) married without children, and (3) married with
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children, corresponded to an increase in the appearance of psychological strain,
respectively. The psychological strain to which they refer is that of role conflict,
otherwise known as WFC. Coupled with the absolute separation discussed above, the
potential impact of the presence and number of dependents on the retention of Air Force
members is intensified.
The Atypical Family Model. Traditional psychological research in the western
world has focused on a definition of a family that is in its essence, ethnocentric.
Rothausen (1999) summarizes the manner by which much of the research has defined,
and in effect, measured "family". She categorizes the measures into perceptual and
quantitative measures. The conventional wisdom defined a typical family as, in the
Christian tradition, a married couple with a male as a father figure who works to
financially support the family, a female as a mother who stays at home to manage the
household, and several children all living under the same roof. The typical definition of
family in research is in practice quite atypical. Single parent families, mothers in the
workforce, and children who split time between divorced parents are just some of the
examples of the move away from the accepted family definition. Rothausen (1999) cites
studies indicating that the structure of families, at least in industrialized nations, has
significantly changed since the 1940s. The results of her research point to the number or
presence of dependents as an acceptable measure of family. In this study, the presence of
dependents is used as a family measure.
Predictability: The Theoretical Solution
Trust in the Service. The Air Force provides the training, equipment, and
organizational control it deems necessary for airmen to carryout their wartime missions
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whether they are to fly an aircraft, to provide battlefield support, or to manage weapons
acquisition contracts. For all of these provisions, the organization still relies on the good
faith of individuals to carryout their assigned duties when called upon. The Air Force
must simply trust that its personnel will act as directed.
Trust in the Commander. Very similar is the reciprocal trust that individuals
expect from the organization. Airmen expect that the Air Force has provided them with
the appropriate level of training, quality of equipment, and excellence of organizational
control required to fight and to win battles. The Air Force recognizes the important role
it takes in the relationship. According to a May 2000 message from Headquarters, US
Air Force addressed to commanders, "It is the responsibility of unit commanders at all
levels to ensure that their people know their AEF deployment window. The predictability
and stability offered by the AEF schedule are critical in keeping faith with our people..."
(n. pag.). Any breach in either of these two trusts will result in the diminishment and
perhaps the termination of the relationship by either party. This mutual trust relationship
is commonly referred to as psychological contract theory. Rousseau (1998) defines a
psychological contract as, "...the perception of an exchange agreement between oneself
and another party (p. 665)." In this case, oneself is the airman and the other party is the
Air Force. Rousseau's (1998) assertion that, "Individuals can form psychological
contracts that differ in degree from those constructed by the firm's owners and
managers.. .(p. 669)," indicates that the perceptions of individuals as to the terms of the
social contract (in this case the airman's interpretation of schedule predictability) are just
as important as the firm's (the Air Force's) perception of the contract, and thus warrant
study.
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Predictability as a Promise. Based on the above mentioned trust relationship, the
Air Force has an unwritten deployment contract with its airmen. All eligible members
should be able to know, with some level of certainty, when they can expect to be
deployed. The EAF program is in part a response to a breach in a feature of this contract
(the unpredictable or uncertain nature of the Palace Tenure program) and thus, one of the
primary goals of the program is to make airmen's deployment schedules as predictable as
possible. Rousseau and Tijoriwala (1998) suggest that such feature-oriented types of
psychological contracts are, ".. .particularly pertinent to our understanding of the process
where by means of communicating the psychological contract affect its content and
likelihood of fulfillment or violation (p. 690)." One suggested feature is the level of
certainty or uncertainty that, in this study, the Air Force will honor the terms of the
contract (the deployment schedule) (Rousseau & Tijoriwala, 1998). In its simplest terms,
that level of certainty is known as predictability. Webster's Dictionary (1998), in
defining the verb "predict", states that, "To predict is usually to foretell with precision or
calculation, knowledge, or shrewd influence from facts or experience..." (p. 1523). In the
EAF context, I define predictability as an individual, comparative judgment between
what the organization tells individuals that their schedule will be, a "promise", and the
individuals' feelings toward the organization's actual ability to meet that promise. In a
manner of speaking, predictability is a form of trust. In an analogous military situation,
Segal, Rohal, Jones, and Manos (1999) discovered similar feelings of a broken promise
during interviews of members of an Army PATRIOT missile unit deployed to Korea on
short notice. The Chief of Staff of the Army reported that the soldiers assigned to that
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unit were promised a stabilized, stateside tour, a promise that the Army broke by
deploying them.
Inter-Individual Predictability Interpretation: Fairness. Similar to the Army
soldiers in Segal et al.'s study (1999), those airmen who have served under and
potentially deployed with an EAF assigned unit will have an experience-based frame of
reference with which to interpret the program. Those who have never been subject to the
EAF deployment program will make judgments based on several factors: (a) the
deployment schedule that they have served under in the past, (b) information about the
new system provided by the organization, or (c) the experiences of friends and
coworkers. All of these interpretations are experienced-based calculations of fairness as
eluded by Webster's definition. Adams (1963), in summarizing equity theory, notes that,
"Whenever two individuals exchange anything, there is the possibility that one or both of
them will feel that the exchange was inequitable (p. 422)." Thus, individuals compare
the fairness of their situation by comparing their own experiences to the experiences of
others, shared experience being the good exchanged. Adams (1963) identifies inputs and
outputs as key parts of the equity equation. He argues that the inputs to the equity
equation should be highly correlated and a similar relationship should exist among the
outputs. Inputs, in this case might include the predictability of one's work schedule, or
the number of days that an individual spends away from home. Outputs might be
perceptions such as WFC, job satisfaction, or organizational commitment. For the Air
Force, to identify the predictability feature of the psychological contract, along interpersonal levels, it is important to categorize interpretations of predictability based on both
the amount of deployment experience and if that experience is of a personal or second-
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hand nature. The effect of EAF altered predictability on groups of individuals based on
whether or not they are assigned under the EAF as well as the number and duration of
their deployments has the potential to be significantly different. Comparisons of
individuals with experiences based on similar, but less extreme separation conditions,
namely TDYs, may serve to identify the uniqueness of the effects of predictability on
deployment as AEF assigned individuals might compare their deployment experiences
with those who are often on TDYs.
Intra-individual Predictability Interpretation: Schedule Conflict. Not only do
individuals make comparisons with their peers; they make comparisons within
themselves. People manage their lives with some level of planning or scheduling. Many
sub-schedules can cause conflict in an individual's overall schedule. The two primary
schedules of interest with the EAF goals in mind are work and family schedules. For the
most part, these two schedules are mutually exclusive in their demands upon an airman's
time. Airmen and their families expect to be separated during normal work hours and to
have time together after such hours are over. A deployment makes the latter use of time
impossible. The February 2000 issue of Armed Forces Journal International quotes Air
Force Chief of Staff, General Michael Ryan, with respect to predictability's proposed
effect on conflicting schedules:
We put a big emphasis on making sure our people were afforded the
opportunity to have some predictability in their lives. It [the EAF
program] allows them to know when they'll be away, and when they'll be
home, and puts some structure in their lives—not just their professional
lives but their private lives, their family lives, (p. 56)
As Ryan suggests, this schedule conflict is akin to role conflict. An individual's role as a
family member or home station worker exists in conflict to that individual's role as a
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deployable airman. The primary medium in the EAF predictability relationship, the
medium through which individuals make comparisons, is the schedule of activities that
the individual completes. More precisely, it is a conflict of the deployable schedule with
the family schedule. When these two schedules conflict, the individual either retools one
of the schedules to avoid the conflict, ignores the stress involved, or allows that stress to
manifest itself in any one of numerous outcomes. Because predictability, in the absolute
sense of deployment, is similar to role conflict, it should be related to similar constructs.
These are typically job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and intent to quit the
organization (Lance, 1991; Tett & Meyer, 1993). Thus, these role conflict outcomes
should manifest themselves similarly with the schedule conflict of predictability.
Furthermore, job satisfaction and organizational commitment, especially within the
context of intent to quit, are correlated by an asymmetrical, reciprocal relationship
(Lance, 1991). Predictability has the potential to impact another form of role conflict,
defined earlier as WFC. By creating an absolute separation between an individual and
that individual's family, the separations involved with WFC are carried to an extreme
state. Thus, the existence of predictability, or a lack of schedule conflict, should reduce
the appearance of WFC.
Evidence of Predictability in the Military Context. Segal et al. (1999) studied the
differences in outcomes for two Army PATRIOT units, the 2-7 Air Defense Artillery
(ADA), deployed to Korea on short notice for a duration of six months and the 1-43
ADA, deployed as the first unit's replacement. The 2-7 ADA had been promised a twoyear, stabilized, stateside tour prior to its short notice deployment. The 1-43 ADA was
notified of its schedule at the same time as the 2-7 ADA was, essentially giving them a
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six-month advance notice. Interviews and comments of the 2-7 ADA indicate that, "The
Army was breaking a promise to stabilize them at Fort Bliss [their stateside post] by
asking them to deploy more frequently than other PATRIOT battalions..." (p. 164).
These comments reinforce the issue of comparative fairness as a measure of satisfaction
with a deployment program. In terms of deployment, schedule predictability is that
measure. Segal et al. (1999) further relate the potential broken promises of predictability
with retention in stating:
In general, on the basis of our data, it is reasonable to hypothesize that, in contrast
to the 1-43 ADA, frequent deployments over a number of years in the 2-7 ADA,
and in particular these soldiers' unanticipated deployment to Korea, have
contributed to demoralization, to a decrease in career intention, and to demands
on families that are likely to increase the negative impact on retention, (p. 166)
Due to the defensive nature of the PATRIOT missiles, those units are often deployed at
the same bases as Air Force units in locations such as Korea and the Persian Gulf. Thus,
the deployment similarities between Army PATRIOT units and Air Force unit indicate
that a similar relationship may exist for those in the air service.
Evidence of Predictability in the EAF. The EAF is the Air Force's attempt to
combat a lack of predictability. Qualitative examples of an EAF induced sense of
predictability abound. Major General Carrol H. Chandler, Air Staffs EAF
Implementation Director, reported positive feedback on the EAF and predictability
during the redeployment of the first truly complete Aerospace Expeditionary Forces,
those including support as well as operational personnel. Chandler characterized the
feedback in the following manner. "Most is positive. There have been entire units
reporting back that the predictability of the AEF process is great!" (Schnaible, 2000, n.
pag.). The Air Force has also recognized an increase in the quantitative measure of
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predictability, prior notification of deployment in number of days, over the EAF's first
year of existence by tracking the statistic.
Construct Relationships: The Model
The literature supports the notion that intent to stay, as an outcome, is influenced
by both job satisfaction and to a lesser extent, the related construct of organizational
commitment. Job satisfaction and organizational commitment are in turn, theoretically
influenced by WFC. A predictable schedule should decrease conflict that individuals
have between their work and families (WFC). The EAF program has the potential to
decrease the importance of the predictability—WFC relationship that airmen experience.
A lack of dependents also has the potential to moderate the predictability—WFC
relationship. Figure 7 serves as a graphical representation of this theory. If these
relationships hold true then the following hypotheses should also hold true, and warrant
testing as set forth in Chapter III, Methodology:
Hypothesis 1: Predictability, through a combination of intermediate constructs,
has a positive impact on intent to stay.
Hypothesis 2: Respondents who are supporting dependents will show a stronger
relationship between predictability and work-family conflict than those without
dependents.
Hypothesis 3: Respondents reporting assignment to an AEF will show a
stronger relationship between predictability and work-family conflict than those
not reporting AEF assignment.
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Figure 7. Model of Construct Relationships
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III. Methodology

Design
The Research Theory. The study consisted of a cross-sectional survey of
personnel in the active duty United States Air Force to determine the construct
relationships involved in the research questions. The lack of researcher-initiated
intervention classifies this approach as purely observational (Dooley, 1995). The study
was based on the hypothesized causal relationships among the constructs indicated by
past research. The two requirements for a design to indicate causality are that the
dependent and independent variables are associated (or correlated) and that the
independent variable happens before the dependent variable (Dooley, 1995). While order
is difficult to determine between the study constructs and the EAF program, the second
requirement, association, is less difficult. The limitations in terms of causality will
inhibit the ability of this study to determine causality, but further research or related
studies should eventually fill in this weakness. The study used multiple group Structural
Equation Modeling (SEM), detailed later, to examine both correlation and order among
constructs.
The Data Collection Tool. The medium for the study data collection was a webbased survey questionnaire. While difficulties related to respondents' interpretation of
items within surveys exist, the worldwide dispersion of subjects renders a telephone or
face-to-face survey impractical (Dooley, 1995). A web-based technique was chosen over
a mailed survey to reduce input error and gather data more efficiently. Senior defense
leaders feel that the subjects, military members, hold the constructs of interest in this
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study as important (Garamone, 1999). Because of the level of importance individuals
placed on the study's relevant issues, a high level of cooperation, and thus a high
response rate were expected. In terms of validity, Buchanan and Smith (1999) found in a
comparison of two samples, one completing a web-based version of a psychological
survey, and another completing a paper and pencil version, that the two had, ".. .similar
psychometric properties.. .and compared favorably as a measure..." (p. 125). Edwards,
Rosenfeld, Booth-Kewley, and Thomas (1996), in a cross-survey analysis undertaken
with a contextually similar sample to this study's (US Navy surveys), found that
"...computer and paper surveys generally yield equivalent results" (p 309). Perhaps most
critical to this study are the covariances amongst constructs due to the heavy reliance
upon them by the SEM technique. Stanton (1998) indicates that, in a comparison of two
samples, one completing an internet survey and the other a paper and pencil survey, that
a, "...covariance analysis simultaneously conducted in both samples indicated similar
covariance structures among the tested variables" (p.709). Thus the web-based method is
at least as valid as the paper method.
Population and Sampling Information
Sampling Technique. The most effective manner with which to achieve
probability sampling is random sampling (Dooley, 1995). The basic units, or elements,
for the study were chosen from the population of military personnel in the active duty
United States Air Force at the time of the survey. A random sample of the population
was generated based on the sampling frame of the Air Force Personnel Center's current
staff roster for the entire service. Due to the high level of accession and loss, and the
limitations of the Air Force personnel accounting system, an actual enumeration of the
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population (a perfectly representative survey method) would prove impractical.
Elements were drawn from the population in three stages using probability sampling in a
stratified manner.
Stratified Sampling. Jaccard and Wan (1996) suggest that sample sizes for the
statistical path analysis of multiple group SEM are desired at 100 samples per group, but
are acceptable at levels of 75 per group. In order to assure adequate sample sizes, a
random sampling, based on a desired group size of 100 and demographically comparable
stratifications (assignment under EAF program, dependent status), was completed. Due
to the level of importance individuals placed on the study's relevant issues, a high level
of cooperation was expected thus the expected response rate was set at 50%. The group
sample sizes in Figure 8 consider that rate.
Total Sample Size: 1600

Non-AEF Assigned: 800

AEF Assigned: 800

SND*: 200 WIND*: 200 MD*: 200 SD*: 200

SND: 200 WIND: 200 WID: 200 SD: 200

* - note: SND = single, no dependents; MND = married, no other dependents; MD = married &
other dependents; Single, dependents; 200 group sample size accounts for expected response rate
of 50%

Figure 8. Overall Sample Size Calculation

Sampling Stages. Sampling was completed in three stages summarized in Table
3. The first stage was completed to reduce the population, approximately 300,000 active
duty Air Force members, to a manageable sample size. Ideally, the sample would have
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been chosen based on the eight stratifications indicated in Figure 8. Two limitations with
the Air Force personnel database caused substitutions to be made.
First Database Limitation. First, the Air Force does not currently track whether
an individual is assigned to an AEF due to the rotational nature of personnel, rather, it
tracks positions and units assigned to an AEF. Personnel typically change unit
assignment once every two to three years so the position and unit tracking makes better
sense. However, the majority of AEF units fall under the Air Combat Command (ACC)
and Air Mobility Command (AMC) (e.g. forty ACC and AMC units out of forty assigned
to AEF 1, Cycle 2, with a deployment window of 1 Dec 00 - 28 Feb 01). Additional
units are sometimes drawn from United States Air Forces, Europe (US AFE) and Pacific
Air Forces (PACAF), but this is less common. Therefore, individual assignment to ACC
and AMC was used as a proxy for AEF assignment.
Second Database Limitation. The second limitation with the personnel database
is that only one stratification could be used to sample at a time. Therefore, a random
sample of Air Force members was used, with the expectation that the natural distribution
of marital and dependent status should provide an adequate group sample size. The
second stage of sampling was completed to ensure that there would be adequate group
sizes based on marital status. The first stage sample was sorted by marital status and four
second stage samples were randomly generated between married and single individuals.
Widowed and divorced personnel were included in the single samples. At this point,
potential respondents were contacted. The final stage was conducted to boost the sample
size for single individuals after it was apparent that the single stratifications would not
meet the per group minimum of 75 suggested by Jaccard &Wan (1996). Additional
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Single respondents (from those not already chosen from the stage one sample) were
randomly chosen and then contacted.

Table 3. Sampling Stage Summary
Stase
First
Second
Third

Stratification
Size by Stratification
Additional Stratification
Size by Stratification
Additional Stratification
Size by Stratification

ACC and AMC*
800
Married
Sinsle
400
400
Sinele
100

All other Commands
800
Single
Married
400
400
Sinele
100

* - Air Combat Command (ACC), Air Mobility Command (AMC)

Response Rate. Table 4 summarizes the response rate for the sample accounting
for undeliverable messages. The method of contact, an e-mail message directing
potential respondents to log into a web-site containing the study survey is located along
with the survey at Appendix A. E-mail addresses were generated through a combination
of an incomplete Air Force e-mail listing along with a generated approximation for the
remainder of addresses based on Air Force standard address format. Respondent-local email server errors and inconsistencies in local address formats were the most likely cause
for the undeliverable messages.
Table 4. Response Rate Summary

Initial Contact Messages
Additional Contact Messages
Undeliverable Messages
Non-Responses
Unusable Responses
Effective Sample Size
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Number of
Contacts/Responses
1600
200
(436)
(980)
(22)
362

Nature of the Data
Data were collected as indicated in the sample survey at appendix A. Data
relating to the theorized constructs was collected in a quantitative manner based on a
Likert-style scale with seven response options, including a neutral option to avoid forcing
effects. Items for measuring each construct under consideration were chosen by
modifying pre-validated measures to the study environment of the Air Force. The
inclusion of validated measures aids in the avoidance of random error due to poor item
construction (Dooley, 1995). The survey was constructed such that questions appear in a
random order where possible to avoid potential order effects (Dooley 1995).
Construct Measures
Each measure's items were framed to match the context within which the survey
and the subjects exist. Adjusting measures to meet contextual issues is a common
practice. Cammann, Fichman, Jenkins, and Klesh (1983) present a strong case for the
validity of applying context to measures, especially when using individual responses to
measure constructs pervasive throughout complex organizations e. g., the Air Force and
the EAF paradigm (see also Schmit, Ryan, Stierwalt, & Powell, 1995). The authors
argue:
This strategy [contextualiazation] allows us to adapt our questionnaire to the
language and circumstances of any particular organization without losing
comparability across organizations where the same issues are important, (p. 74)
Specific alterations are explained in the discussion of each measure.
EAF Induced Predictability. Predictability, in this case induced by the EAF, is
measured with four items adapted from a model of role ambiguity presented by Rizzo,
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House, & Lirtzman (1970) and four newly created items for the study for those
respondents assigned to an AEF. For those not assigned to an AEF, two Rizzo et al.
(1970) items and three newly created items are used as a measure, respectively. The
items for those reporting assignment to an AEF are put in the context of the AEF while
those items for non-AEF assigned individuals are specific to the predictability of their
lives in the Air Force in general. For the borrowed items, the authors indicate that
ambiguity is due to a lack of information concerning the role. This study operationalized
the role as that of a deployable Air Force member and the potential lack of information
concerning the EAF deployment schedule, and thus, the time spent away from one's
family. Despite the ties to role ambiguity, the construct of predictability is still somewhat
vague. Due to its appearance in virtually every documented reference to the individual
benefits of EAF, and the lack of a clear definition, the term "predictability" may have a
slightly different meaning between subjects. To allow for individual subject
interpretation, the newly developed items asked in straightforward terms if the subjects
feel that the construct is applicable to them. A representative item reads, "Explanation is
clear as to my AEF schedule."
Work Family Conflict. A measure of WFC based upon the three-factor model
initially presented by Stephens and Sommer (1996) was used for the study. The
Stephens/Sommer model consists of fourteen items measuring: time, ".. .a consequence
of competition for an individual's time from multiple role demands" (four items); strain,
"...when role Stressors in one domain induce physical or psychological strain in the
individual..." (four items); and behavior, ".. .when patterns of behavior appropriate to
each domain are incompatible..." (six items). The authors conducted both an exploratory
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Table 5. Stephens & Sommer WFC Confirmatory Factor Loadings
Item
1. My work keeps me from my family more than I would like.
2. My work takes up time that I feel I should spend with my family.
3. The time I must devote to my job does not keep me from
participating equally in household responsibilities and activities.
4.1 generally seem to have enough time to fulfill my potential both
in my career and as a spouse and parent.
5.1 often feel the strain of attempting to balance my responsibilities
at work and home
6. Because my work is so demanding, I am often irritable at home.
7. The demands of my job make it difficult for me to maintain the
kind of relationship with my spouse and children that I would like.
8. The tension of balancing my responsibilities at home and work
often causes me to feel emotionally drained.
9. The problem-solving approaches I use in my job are effective in
resolving problems at home.
10. The things I do that make me effective at work also help me to be
a better parent and spouse.
11. What works for me at home seems to be effective at work as
well, and vice versa.
12.1 am not able to act in the same way at home as at work.
13.1 act differently in responding to interpersonal problems at work
than I do at home.
14. Behavior that is effective and necessary for me at work would be
counterproductive at home

Time
.80
.85
.58

Strain

Behavior

.54
.80
.71
.88
.73
.46
.56
.79
.80
.60
.70

Source: adapted from Stephens & Sommer 1996, p. 484

and confirmatory factor analysis to finalize the items. In the confirmatory factor analysis,
each item loaded to at least a .46 level with most falling in the range of .70-.85 (see Table
5). Stephens and Sommer found inter-item reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha) of .80 for
behavior, .77 for strain, and .74 for time. The items were altered in two ways to improve
the applicability of the measure in the minds of the subjects. First, references to the
traditional nuclear family were replaced with wording that allowed the subject to
determine whom they consider a family member or dependent, and thus a player in the
WFC arena. For example, the original Stephens/Sommer item reads, "I generally seem to
have enough time to fulfill my potential in both my career and as a spouse or parent." To
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avoid errors due to subjects with non-traditional families, the item now reads "I generally
seem to have enough time to fulfill my potential in both my career and as a family
member." Second, the items were altered to account for the absolute subject/family
separation that an EAF deployment necessarily imparts. The original item reads,
"Because my work is so demanding, I am often irritable at home." While this was
certainly plausible for non-deployment situations, it would be impossible for a subject to
be "at home" while deployed. Thus, the item reads, "Because my work is so demanding,
I am often irritable with my family" to account for the absolute subject/family separation
during a deployment. Because of the unique aspects of military life, the respondents
were asked to answer each WFC item from two frames of reference shown on the survey
itself as a pair of side-by-side scales. The first frame was designated as "feelings while
NOT deployed" and the second as "feelings while deployed." The purpose of this
adaptation is twofold. First, the subject is forced to differentiate between WFC
experienced as a result of non-deployed life in the Air Force and that as a result of
deployments under the EAF paradigm. Second, the data from the non-deployed section
may be used as a control to compare the relationships between levels of WFC at home
and while deployed.
Job Satisfaction. Job satisfaction was measured using a portion of the Michigan
Organizational Assessment Questionnaire (MOAQ). Cammann et al. (1983) constructed
the MOAQ on a modular basis, with each model subjected to a split-half, principal-axis
factor analysis using a varimax rotation. The chosen measure for this study consists of
three items. While not reporting an exact sample size, the authors guarantee that the
sample for each module contained at least 400 individuals, drawn from at least three
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distinct organizations. The MOAQ researchers revised the items and conducted a second
factor analysis. Once complete, the authors performed a reliability analysis, using
Cronbach's alpha. For the job satisfaction measure, Cammann et al. (1983) reported an
alpha of .77.
One of the three items was altered, again with the purpose of matching context as
argued above. The original MOAQ measure, "In general, I like working here" reads in
this study's survey, "In general, I like working in the Air Force." This change avoids the
ambiguity to which the word "here" begs. Potential subject confusion might follow the
lines of, "here at my permanent station?", "here in my unit?", or "here in my deployed
location?" The survey now specifies that the satisfaction is related to the Air Force in
general. To avoid potential response bias, the items for job satisfaction appear in the
survey in a random order with those for the constructs of retention and affective
commitment in a section titled "Attitudes About the Organization".
Organizational Commitment. The study measures the affective component of
attitudinal commitment to an organization based on a scale first suggested by Allen and
Meyer (1990) in a study of 256 subjects in three separate organizations. The items for
affective organizational commitment appeared randomly throughout the Allen & Meyer
(1990) questionnaire amongst items measuring other dimensions of commitment. A
principal axis factoring method using a varimax rotation verified that the affective
commitment items loaded against the same, mutually exclusive factor. An inter-item
reliability study produced a Cronbach's alpha of .86. As with the previous measures, the
words "Air Force" are substituted for the word organization in most of the affective
commitment items.
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Intent to Stay. A measure of intent to stay was adapted from a study conducted
by Wayne, Shore, & Liden (1997) of 1,413 salaried employees with tenure of at least five
years in a United States-wide corporation. A second survey of the same measure
included 289 managers from the same company. For the five item scale, the authors
obtained an inter-item reliability rating (Cronbach's alpha) of .89. As before, several
items were tailored to meet the contextual reality of this study's sample by placing the
words "Air Force" where prompted by the authors to insert "name of company." A
reverse score of the items adjusted the measure to one of intent to stay rather than intent
to quit.
Dependent Status. A dual item measure of dependent status was created. The
first item measured the marital status of the subject in the following manner: "Are you
currently married to a spouse you consider a dependent?" The dependency term allows
for situations in which a couple is still legally married, but have been separated for an
extended period of time and thus lack a true dependency relationship of the kind included
in the WFC construct. Following the logic that defining a dependent relationship was
something that subjects must answer for themselves, the second item included openended wording to allow for the possibilities of any dependency relationship, inside or
outside of the traditional nuclear family. The item asked subjects to list the number and
ages of dependents along with their relationship. This wording allowed for the inclusion
of a dependency relationship such as a disabled parent living near and depending upon
the subject.
AEF Status. As described in the section on sampling, the Air Force does not track
which particular individuals are assigned to the AEF. Rather, a unit is tasked for a certain
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number of positions based on job specialty. Also mentioned earlier, it is the
responsibility of the unit commander to join individuals with those positions. Thus, the
most appropriate manner with which to gauge if an individual is assigned to an AEF was
to ask, as was the case with this study's survey.
Statistics
Several statistical analyses of the data, based on the theoretical construct model
offered in Chapter 2 and the related hypotheses were performed in accordance with the
multiple-group SEM techniques outlined by Jaccard and Wan (1997) and the computer
software LISREL. SEM is a technique that compares a theoretical association of
constructs to that of actual data. The decision rule for acceptance of a model is a
goodness of fit indicator, most typically the chi square statistic, based on a comparison of
an actual covariance matrix to a theoretically predicted one. In multiple-group SEM, two
steps are required. First, the model must prove acceptable for the entire sample of all
groups. Assuming an acceptable model across groups from step one, step two requires a
group by group comparison in the form of a differential in fit indices. The hypothesis
that groups differ in their underlying latent construct models is supported if the
differentials prove statistically significant. The measures gathered above will serve as
indicators, or observed variables in the model, represented by rectangles in Figure 9.
Theoretically assumed latent variables underlying the observed variables are represented
by ovals in Figure 9.
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IV. Analysis

The following chapter evaluated data collected via the web-based survey. The
first level of examination was a general factor analysis. The next level of analysis was
focused on descriptive statistics. The next level was a confirmatory structural equation
modeling analysis aimed at determining the most likely relationships between the
measured variables and their latent constructs. The next step included MANOVA and
regression analyses for demographically categorized sub-groups of the entire study
sample. The next analysis expanded upon the revised full-sample path model by
examining the impact on model fit between the sub-groups where differences are
suggested in the MANOVA and regressions. The final examination looks at the impact
upon model fit with the addition of objective measures of deployment.
Factor Analysis
To add to the validity of the chosen measures, a general factor analysis of the
measure items was conducted. Predictability measures were not included due to the
differences in item wording between the AEF defined groups. Retention, the outcome
variable, was also not included. A direct oblimin, principal axis factor analysis was
conducted. Table 6 illustrates the factor loading of each of the items. In general, the
items loaded on factors as expected. Job satisfaction item 3 (JOB_SAT3) primarily
loaded against the factor grouping the organizational commitment items, but still
exhibited cross-loading onto the job satisfaction factor enough to warrant retaining the
item. While WFC loaded against three factors as did the Stephens & Sommer (1996)
model referenced in Chapter 3, the items did not break apart in the same manner. Since
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the overall measure is reliable, the items were grouped into one measure for the
remainder of the analysis. Overall, the factor breakout along with the acceptable
reliability statistic values indicate measures that are valid.
Table 6. Factor Analysis Loading
Item/Survey
Question
Number*
O/60
0/61
0/6f
J/6n
0/6e
0/6d
0/6c
0/6j
0/6i
W75d
W/5a
W/5h
W/5b
W/5k
W/5e
W/5g
W/5.J
W/5c
W/5f
W/5m
W/51
W/5i
W/5n
J/6a
J/6g

1

2

Factor
3

4

-.826
-.797
-.786
-.777
-.717
-.713
-.699
-.457
-.406

5

.525
.552

.847
.824
.803
.799
.667
.642
.581
.576

-.529
-.568

.733
.706
.550
-.767
-.717
-.663
.883
.818

*-Questions located in Appendix A: Survey Package;
Direct Oblimin, Principal Axis rotation

Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics and correlation among variables used in the analysis are
summarized in Tables 7, Descriptive Statistics and Correlation for All Constructs; Table
8, Descriptive Statistics by Demographic Across All Measures; and Table 9,
Demographic Comparison of Sample to Population. Figures 10 and 11 compare the
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officer and enlisted rank percentage breakdown of the sample to that of the Air Force.
Descriptive statistics for each survey item are included in Appendix B. The correlation
relationships shown in Table 7 confirmed that the direction of the relationships amongst
measures met the theoretical relationships established in Chapters I and II. For example,
the measure for predictability was negatively correlated to that for work and family
conflict with a statistic value of -.441 (p<.01). Similarly, the measure for job satisfaction
was correlated to that for intent to stay with a value of .666 (P<.01). Of interesting note
is that all constructs were significantly correlated, indicating that a more sophisticated
method of analysis (above that of simple regression, for instance) was necessary to
examine relation amongst the constructs. Structural equation modeling proved to be the
analytical method most suited for examining the construct relationships.

Table 7. Descriptive Statistics and Correlation for all Constructs

Measure
1. predictability
2. work-family
conflict
3. job satisfaction
4. organizational
commitment
5. intent to stay

Descriptives
SD
Mean
1.47
4.35
1.08
4.11

1
(.91)**
-.441*

Pearson Correlation
3
2

4

5

(.89)

5.22
4.65

1.44
1.11

.356*
.280*

-.452*
-.376*

(.82)
.659*

(.87)

4.42

1.70

.285*

-.386*

.666*

.625*

(.87)

N = 362, *~p < .01 (two-tailed), **—reliability estimates in parentheses along diagonal = Chronbach's
alpha
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Table 8. Descriptive Statistics by AEF & Dependent Status Categories Across All
Measures
AEF Status

Yes

Dependent
Status
Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Statistic
p**
n*
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
n*
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
n*
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
n*
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis

104
4.016
1.471
-.151
-.539
67
4.043
1.371
-.393
-.139
120
4.737
1.461
-.476
-.446
71
4.493
71
-.399
-.397

WFC
Home
102
4.338
1.109
-.290
.066
67
4.229
.910
-.022
1.095
119
4.018
1.109
.016
.036
70
3.803
1.068
-.047
.570

Measure
WFC
J
Away
104
75
5.042
4.515
1.435
.979
-.660
-.417
.095
1.377
67
48
4.263
5.060
1.603
.914
-.326
-.763
1.512
-.177
120
79
5.533
4.060
1.229
.969
-1.307
-.217
2.365
1.597
69
44
5.106
3.851
1.563
.880
-.682
-1.209
.704
-.017

O

I

104
4.576
1.153
-.417
.218
67
4.538
1.144
-.001
-.741
120
4.850
1.067
-.688
-.029
69
4.544
1.075
-.434
-.212

104
4.085
1.697
.018
-.769
67
4.475
1.805
-.405
-.774
120
4.677
1.612
-.404
-.647
69
4.446
1.690
-.533
-.691

*-Pairwise statistic calculation, **~P=Predictability, WFC=Work-Family Conflict, J=Job Satisfaction,
0=Organizational Commitment, I=Intent to Stay

The demographic breakdown depicted in Table 9 shows that, in general, the study sample
matched the make-up of the population across the demographics of AEF status, marital
status (a substitute for dependent status), and gender. A significant skew towards officers
was also noted (81 percent of the sample, 62 percent of the Air Force population).
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Table 9. Demographic Comparison of Sample to Population

Number
Sample
Air Force*
Number
Sample
Air Force*
Number
Sample
Air Force*
Number
Sample
Air Force*

Demographic
Non-AEF
AEF
191
171
52.76%
47.24%
33.33%** 66.66%**
Single
Married
93
267
25.69%
73.76%
38.32%
61.68%
Enlisted
Officer
226
128
62.43%
35.36%
19.44%
80.56%
Female
Male
74
282
20.44%
77.90%
18.92%
81.08%

Unknown
0

Total
362

Unknown
2
0.55%

Total
362

Unknown
8
2.21%

Total
362

Unknown
6
1.66%

Total
362

* Adapted from Air Force Personnel Center Database as of 31 Dec 00, ** Estimate

Rank Demographics. Figures 10 and 11 examine enlisted and officer sub-groups
by rank. All airmen are either an officer or they are enlisted. Figure 10 shows that the
distribution of enlisted airmen across rank for the sample is distributed in higher
proportion to the more senior ranks than the Air Force population. Figure 11 shows the
same analysis for airmen who are officers. In the officer comparison, the sample
generally matches the distribution for the Air Force population.
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E8

E9

AFSC Demographics. Figure 12 illustrates the breakdown by Air Force Specialty
Code (AFSC) of the AEF group (n = 171). AFSC's are a categorization of the job type
that airmen are assigned to for the length of their careers. The first number serves as the
most basic categorization while additional numbers (represented by "x"), further break
down each job type. The following is a summary of the major categories: lx =
operations, 3x = support, 4x = support, 5x = support, 6x = acquisition. While the
majority of the AEF group fell under the operations category (65), AEF group members
reported AFSCs in all major categories (lx = 20,3x = 41,4x = 22, 5x = 4,6x = 4,
unknown = 15).

1x

2x

4x

3x

5x

6x

unknown

AFSC*
*~AFSC (Air Force Specialty Code), lx=operations, 2x=support, 3x=support, 4x=support, 5x=support,
6x=acquisition

Figure 12. Breakdown by Air Force Specialty Code, AEF Sub-Group
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MAJCOM Demographics. Figure 13 illustrates the breakdown by assignment to
Air Force Major Command (MAJCOM) for the AEF group (n = 171). MAJCOMs are
the largest categorizations into which the Air Force is organized. Commands included in
those reported by the AEF group were: Air Combat Command (ACC), Air Mobility
Command (AMC), Air Education and Training Command (AETC), Pacific Air Force
Command (PACAF), Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC), and Air Force Space
Command (AFSC—note, this is also the acronym for Air Force Specialty Code). The
majority of the AEF group reported assignment to ACC (82) and AMC (40) as expected.
The other commands were represented as follows: AETC = 17, PACAF = 13, AFMC =
12, AFSC = 1, and unknown = 6.

ACC*

AMC

PACAF

AETC

AFMC

AFSC

unknown

Command*
*~Air Force Command: ACC=Air Combat Command, AMC=Air Mobility Command, PACAF=Pacific
Air Force Command, AETC=Air Education and Training Command, AFMC=Air Force Materiel
Command, AFSC=Air Force Space Command

Figure 13. Breakdown by Air Force Command, AEF Sub-Group
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Confirmatory Structural Equation Modeling
The Model. Once the data was deemed acceptable according to the descriptive
analysis above, the next portion of the analysis involved comparing the actual measured
data with that expected from a theorized model of construct relationships. The
appropriate method for such an investigation is a confirmatory structural equation model
(SEM) analysis. An important assumption for equation modeling is that all measures
behave normally. Tables in Appendix B summarize the skewness and kurtosis statistics
for all measures. Each of the measures proves normal along both statistics with values at
or below 1. The fundamental input for the equation modeling technique is the covariance
matrix. All covariance matrices between measures and across groups are also located in
Appendix B, Descriptive statistics. The theorized model built in Chapters I and II, the
"hypothesized model" in this analysis is the model with which the sample data was
compared against. The hypothesized model consists of five measured variables and five
underlying, latent constructs. Of the latent constructs, only predictability is considered
exogenous, having no theoretical influence from another latent construct, with the
balance of the constructs classified as endogenous, theoretically influenced by other
latent constructs.
Goodness of Fit Indices. The evaluation statistics for structural equation
modeling are generally referred to as Goodness of Fit Indices (GFIs). GFIs can be
categorized under four measure classes: saturation, absolute fit, parsimonious fit, and
relative fit. For saturation, this study relied on the statistic of degrees of freedom. For
absolute fit the study employed two statistics, Chi Square (x2) and Standard Root Mean
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Square Residual (Std. RMR). The statistic used for parsimonious fit was the Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). The final measure class, relative fit, was
studied with the statistic of the Comparative Fit Indicator (CFI). Table 10. summarizes
the models, the values of each statistic for models considered, and the acceptability
criteria for each.
Table 10. Confirmatory Structural Equation Model Statistic Summary
Degrees of
Freedom

Model Diagram

Chi Square (%2)
[significance ]

Std. RMR

RMSEA

CFI

1. Hypothesized Model *
( P )

( 1

(

w

r^
+

l*)

)

4

10.06 [.039]

.045**

.065**

99**

3

.36 [.95]**

.005**

.000**

1.00**

N/A

[x] > .05

<.05

<.08

>.90

( C

2. Revised Model *

r?)

+

*cr^s+
+ T7)

( w )
( c

0+

Criteria for Acceptable Fit

*-P = Predictability, W = Work-Family Conflict, J = Job Satisfaction,
O = Organizational Commitment, R = Intent to Stay
**—Indicates criteria met

The hypothesized model, while meeting the criteria for nearly all considered
GFIs, failed to meet that for the %2 statistic (p = .039). Modification indices provided by
the LISREL program indicated a strong relationship between predictability and job
satisfaction. The addition of this path to the hypothesized model constitutes the revised
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model. The revised model, in addition to improving the CFI indicator (from null = .99 to
alternate = 1.00), improved model fit among all other considered indices. The values for
the measures for the revised model included: %2 at .36 with a significance of .95 (criteria
p > .05), Std. RMR at .005 (criteria < .05), RMSEA at .000 (criteria < .08), CFI at 1.00
(criteria > .90).
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j
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Ä

Key:

Unstandardized Coefficient

►

Standardized Coefficient
♦Significant at p < .05

Figure 14. Path Analysis Model of the Impact of Predictability on Intent to Stay

Path Coefficients. LISREL provides estimates for paths between all latent
constructs. These path coefficients are useful in comparing the relative influence of one
construct on another. The coefficient represents the effect in the target construct's value
(on a 1-7 scale) that can be expected by the increasing the influencing construct's value
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by one (again, on a 1-7 scale). Influencing constructs are at the tail of the arrows in
model diagrams while target constructs are found at the head of arrows. Standardized
coefficients are adjusted for differences in scale; unstandardized coefficients are not
adjusted for such differences. Additionally, the software provides paths coefficients
between the latent constructs and the measured variables. Measurement errors are also
estimated for measured variables, graphically represented as "e"s. Measurement errors
are calculated by subtracting the Chronbach's alpha value for each measure from one,
and are treated as inputs to the LISREL program. The amount of variance unaccounted
for in the latent construct, essentially 1 minus the r2 value, is represented by an "E".
LISREL estimates the unaccounted variance for each latent construct and presents these
values as output. Figure 14. illustrates the path coefficients and error contributions for
the revised model.
Between-Groups Analysis
Between Groups MANOVA. Chapters I and II theorize a difference for path
relationships between two separate, mutually exclusive sub-group pairs. A MANOVA
for each of the study's measures across the subgroups was warranted to identify any
actual differences. The MANOVA subgroups included: (a) those who reported AEF
assignment and those who reported no AEF assignment and (b) those who reported
having dependents and those who reported not having dependents (including divorcees).
Table 11. summarizes the results of the comparisons for both sets of groups. No
significant differences were observed for any of the measures across the groups of
dependent and no dependent individuals. Significant differences were found when
comparing the measures across the sub-groupings of AEF and Non-AEF individuals.
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Specifically, The AEF defined sub-groups differed in the measure of predictability (F =
20.237, sig. = .000), WFC (F = 9.429, sig. = .002), number of times spent away from
home (TDYs and deployments combined, F = 9.414, sig. = .002). Because the alternate
structural equation model partially links the explanation of variance in WFC to
predictability, it is important to identify any significant differences between the groups
along this path. Since the number of times away differs for the AEF defined groups and
it was not considered in this study's model, it should be examined in a future study.

Table 11. MANOVA Summary of Between Group Measures

Independent
Variable
AEF Status

Dependent Status

Degrees
Freedom

Dependent
Variable
P
WFC
JS
OC
IS
TA
P
WFC
JS
OC
IS
TA

Mean
Square
40.745
10.592
6.370
1.469
5.560
183.884
1.121
1.739
3.645
2.421
.299
8.183

F

Sig.

20.237
9.429
3.098
1.192
1.956
9.414
.556
1.548
1.773
1.965
.105
.419

.000
.002
.079
.276
.163
.002
.456
.214
.184
.162
.746
.518

*-P=Predictability, WFC=Work-Family Conflict, JS=Job Satisfaction, OC=Organizational Commitment,
IS=Intent to Stay, TA=Times Away

Predictabilitv-WFC Regression Analysis. Because a MANOVA only indicates a
significantly different relationship, further study is necessary to determine if a path
differential between sub-groups might exist. A graphical representation of the regression
of predictability against WFC for both EAF defined sub-groups as well as the dependent
defined sub-groups will indicate a potential path difference as a difference in regression
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line slopes between groups. Figures 15 and 16 represent the simple regressions for
predictability versus WFC, for the EAF and dependent sub-groups, respectively.
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Figure 15. Predictability-WFC Regression Plot, EAF Status

Dependent Status
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£. o
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01

2345678

Work-Family Conflict, (home)
Figure 16. Predictability-WFC Regression Plot, Dependent Status
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The decreased slope of Figure 15 for the Predictability-WFC measures of the EAF group
indicates a weaker relationship between the constructs when compared to the slope of the
Non-EAF group. When observing the same relationships in Figure 16, this time for the
Dependent defined groups, the difference in relationship is similar, but smaller
potentially indicating an similar difference between groups for the predictability and
WFC relationship. The indicated differences in the construct relationships warrant a
further testing via a between-groups equation model comparison, to confirm such
relationships and to quantify the differences in terms of path coefficients.
Between-Groups Structural Equation Model Comparison. Because the measure
of Predictability proved to be statistically different for mutually exclusive subgroups, it is
important to examine the impact that such group differences have on the estimated path
coefficients of the alternate structural equation model. The technique used to examine
the effects of such subgroups involves a two step process. The first step analyzes the fit
of the alternate model without alteration using separate covariance matrices for both
subgroups. This model is commonly referred to as the unconstrained model. The second
step involves fixing the path of interest to be equal between groups followed by another
fit analysis using both covariance matrices. This model is commonly referred to as the
constrained model. A significant difference in the %2 fit indicators between the
constrained and unconstrained models indicates a significant difference in the path
coefficient relationships. Uniquely, both models' % measures are assumed to follow a x
distribution.
Predictabilitv-WFC EAF Group Comparison. Table 12 summarizes the
comparison of the Chi square statistic for both the constrained and unconstrained models
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of the predictability-WFC path based on EAF assignment. The delta Chi square value of
2.73, with a delta degree of freedom of one, failed to display a significant p-value (.098 >
.05), therefore, the null hypothesis, that the subgroups' predictability measures explain
similar amounts of variance in their WFC measures in similar proportions is not rejected.
Because a between groups difference is not accepted, the path coefficients and explained
variance from the full model are accepted as valid across EAF assignment.

Table 12. AEF Status Sub-Group Comparison for the Predictability-WFC Path
Constraint

Chi Square
Degrees Freedom

Constrained
21.73
7

Unconstrained
19
6

Delta
2.73
1

P-value*
0.098

♦Significant at P < .05, AEF n=171, Non-AEF n=191

Predictabilitv-WFC Dependent Group Comparison. Table 13. summarizes the
comparison of the Chi square statistic for both the constrained and unconstrained models
of the predictability-WFC path based on the presence of dependents. The delta Chi
square value of 6.4, with a delta degree of freedom of one, displayed a significant p-value
(.011 < .05), therefore, the alternate hypothesis, that the subgroups' predictability
measures explain dissimilar amounts of variance in their WFC measures is also accepted.
Because a between groups difference is accepted, path coefficients must be reexamined.
Figure 17. displays the path coefficients for both the dependent and no dependent
subgroups, utilizing the measure of WFC while individuals are at home.
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Table 13. Dependent Status Sub-Group Comparison for the Predictability-WFC Path
Constraint

Chi Square
Degrees Freedom

Constrained
8.91
7

Unconstrained
2.51
6

Delta
6.4
1

P-value
0.011*

*Significant at P < .05, Dependents n=224, No-dependnets=138

Key:

Dependent Coefficient

►

No Dependent Coefficient
*Significant at p < .05

Figure 17. Path Analysis Model, Dependent Status Sub-Groups

Summary
An overall model relating predictability to job satisfaction, WFC, organizational
commitment, and intent to stay was developed (Table 10). A factor analysis showing
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distinctly loading factors, combined with the acceptable reliability statistics of Chapter
III, added to the validity of the study measures. A revised model of the theoretical
constructs, as suggested by the LISREL modification indices, added a relationship
between predictability and job satisfaction (see also Table 10). The revised model
improved model fit across all GFIs over and above that of the hypothesized model by
adding a path between predictability and job satisfaction. A MANOVA analysis
identified constructs where differences were expected (predictability—WFC) between the
demographically exclusive groups based on AEF assignment, but found none for the
groups defined by dependent status. Because the revised model links the differing
constructs of predictability and WFC, and a regression analysis suggests a different
relationship based on AEF assignment and dependent status, a further analysis of the path
between the two constructs was warranted across each pair of sub-groups. While the
model suggested different path coefficients and explained variances for the dependent
sub-groups based on better model fit, no differences were found for the AEF status
groups. A qualitative review of these results is included in Chapter 5: Discussion.
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V. Discussion

Research Question
The study was fundamentally based on the question of whether or not
predictability is an influencing factor on Air Force members' intentions to stay from a
psychologically measured frame of reference. The motivation for this question lies in the
attempt by the Air Force to increase deployment predictability for its personnel, an area
of increasing concern in the late 1990s and early 2000s as Chapters I and II suggest.
Ideally, the study's findings could be compared to the objective predictability data that
the US Air Force currently collects such as the number of days of notification prior to an
actual deployment or days spent away from home-station. In the place of such objective
data, the study relies on a survey in which respondents report the number of times they
spent away from home, to judge the objective measure influence on the relationships.
Additionally, a psychological perspective should add another dimension to the US Air
Force's objective look, strengthening any claims made to the population of deployable
airmen and to concerned outside organizations as well. Several hypotheses, based on a
review of the literature, emerged as important in answering the question: Is predictability
an influencing factor on the intent of an individual, active duty airman to stay in the Air
Force?
Implications for the Air Force
Differences from the Initial Model. Hypothesis 1 theorized that predictability,
through several intermediary constructs, influenced an individual's intent to stay by
acting through WFC. While the originally hypothesized model failed to meet the criteria
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for a good representation of the constructs, the addition of a direct path between
predictability and job satisfaction increased the model fit to an acceptable level. While a
direct relationship between predictability and WFC was not initially seen as important, a
careful review of the logic justifies such a relationship. Too much predictability in a job
might lead to a decrease in job satisfaction. Too little predictability can lead to chaos and
confusion. The analogy here is the traveling salesman who has no idea of which territory
he will cover next. In between these two extremes would be a somewhat, but not
perfectly predictable job. If one assumes normality, this middle ground would be where
most jobs would fall. If someone's job becomes more predictable, an argument might be
made that the decrease in chaos that results might increases one's satisfaction with their
work. Thus, while predictability's impact on job satisfaction is logically warranted, it
makes sense that it would be less of an impact than another construct, say WFC unless
predictability were at an extreme.
Job Satisfaction, Organizational Commitment, and Intent to Stay. The
relationships between job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and intent to stay
compared well with those found in the literature. The impact of job satisfaction and
organizational commitment on intent to stay compare well to that found by Tett and
Meyer's meta-analytic study (1993). The strong path relationship between job
satisfaction and organizational commitment completes this tri-construct relationship, and
again compares well to Tett and Meyer's study (1993) and also to Rousseau's (1998)
notion of correlated outputs from the social contract. This suggests that the primary
influences on intent to stay for the general population of Air Force members are similar
to those for the population outside the military. Other influences not accounted for by the
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model certainly exist. Some of these might include the job market external to the Air
Force, the current pay scale and benefit package, or the relative life safety felt by an
individual. Each of these may be found as influences outside of the Air Force as well.
Thus, conclusions concerning the direct influences on intent to stay for airman might not
be much different than those found outside the military. Having noted the parallel intent
to stay influences between military and non-military populations, the next logical step is
to examine the driving factors behind those influences.
Predictability and Work Family Conflict. In terms of the impact of WFC on
organizational commitment, no statistically significant relationship was found in this
study. While there certainly are other factors influencing organizational commitment
such as the job satisfaction influence noted above, for this study, WFC seems to be a nonfactor. This may indicate that individuals within the Air Force recognize feelings of
commitment without much regard to the level of WFC. Decreasing WFC will probably
not give the Air Force more committed airmen. Looking at job satisfaction, the construct
has two theorized influences. Because the alternate model added a path relationship to
job satisfaction, both predictability and WFC play a role in explaining the construct's
variance. The statistical results indicate that the more important influencing factor on job
satisfaction, for the entire sample, is WFC. Thus, making airmen's deployment schedules
more predictable will have a smaller effect on their job satisfaction than decreasing WFC,
so finding ways to decrease WFC would provide the Air Force with a higher payback.
The final relationship, that between predictability and WFC, showed that the former
construct explained a significant portion of the variance in the latter. Because a
predictable deployment schedule would help individuals decrease the conflict with their
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home schedules, it is likely that individuals with dependents will gain more benefit from
predictability decreasing WFC, as this study suggests. All things considered, this study
provides evidence that predictability is an influencing factor on intent to stay, but that
relationship is limited by and influenced through intermediary constructs, some of which
this study measured, and others of which can only be theorized.
Implications for The Presence of Dependents
With the logic that WFC requires some form of a family relationship, it makes
sense that those with dependents would experience a greater decrease in WFC as
schedule predictability increases. Hypothesis 2 theorized that a respondent's report of the
presence of dependents would indicate such a difference in the path coefficient between
predictability and WFC. A between groups analysis indicated that such differences
existed. A closer examination of the two emergent models indicates that the general
theoretical relationships, acceptable for the entire sample population, fits better for those
with dependents than for those without. Each of the r2 values (1-"E") for the dependent
group's paths were larger than the corresponding statistic for the non-dependent subgroup. While this difference indicates that the path relationships "fit" the dependent
group better, enough variance is explained in the non-dependent group to continue to
support a good fit, just to a lesser extent than its paired group. The practical significance
of this improved fit might indicate that the EAF program, whether planned or unplanned,
is more of a family oriented program and has less meaning for single airmen.
Implications for the EAF
If differences were found between the groups with dependents and no dependents,
similar differences in the influence of the predictability construct might exist with regard
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to assignment to an AEF. Those individuals who do not live under the threat of
deployment as part of an AEF might rely less on predictability to reduce WFC than for
those where the threat exists, the AEF assigned group. Surprisingly, a similar technique
of between groups analysis showed no significant difference between AEF groups. Thus,
breaking the group down by AEF assignment does not improve model fit. The full,
revised model fits just as well for either group. This indicates that predictability, WFC,
job satisfaction, and organizational commitment's impact on intent to stay is similar
regardless of AEF status. The implication here is that schedule predictability is important
not only to airmen who deploy as part of an AEF, but to those who are away due to TDYs
(often shorter in duration than deployments) or those who do not leave their home station
at all. Issues that are important for EAF members with regards to these constructs seem
to be important for those not assigned under the EAF and vice versa.

Generalizability
Officer versus Enlisted. Any significant difference in the demographic make-up
of the sample and the population will decrease the generalizability of the conclusions to
the targeted group of the research question. In terms of the demographic of rank, the
sample ratio of 2:1 enlisted to officer is higher than the population ratio of 4:1. This
indicates an over-sampling of officers, potentially due to a method effect. More officers
have regular access to computers on the job, the primary collection media employed in
this study. This same logic also offers an explanation of the relatively high proportion of
senior enlisted personnel as indicated in FigurelO. The following summarizes two
potential impacts of such a demographic skew: (a) attitudes of junior enlisted personnel
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are absent from the analysis and that those attitudes may alter the results and (b) that
junior enlisted personnel spend more time in basic training and other initial skills
development positions and typically do not deploy in the same number as more senior
enlisted personnel. While the junior enlisted opinions might prove useful to
understanding what individuals think of the EAF program prior to assignment under it,
they are less useful in understanding the impact of those currently in an AEF. Thus, the
impact of the senior enlisted skew should have minimal impact on the results.
Married versus Single. This section focuses on marital status as a substitute for
dependent status as the Air Force data on marriage is more accurate than that for
dependents. In terms of marital status, the sample ratio of 3:1 married to single as
compared to the general Air Force population ratio of 3:2, indicates an over sampling of
married individuals. Potential causes of this over-sampling lie in the aforementioned
over-sampling of officers and senior enlisted personnel, who tend to be married in higher
proportions than junior enlisted personnel. The study should reduce the potential impact
of such a skew as the married and single sub-groupings as a general rule classify the same
individuals together that the analyzed, dependent and no dependent sub-groups do.
AEF versus Non-AEF. The final demographic of concern to generalizability is
that of AEF status. The ratio of AEF assigned personnel to Non-AEF assigned personnel
is approximately 3:2 while the study's sample includes a ratio of approximately 1:1.
While this is not a factor in the subgroup comparisons (the sub-groups were defined
based on this demographic), the effect on the overall model estimation may have oversampled non-AEF assigned personnel. This may be an indication for why the theoretical
model fit the Non-AEF group better. One potential reason for apparent over-sampling is
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that AEF assigned personnel are simply away from home for longer periods of time, and
thus have a reduced access to the survey medium, work-email.
Research Impact
Impact for the Unit Commander. Probably the most important section of the thesis
is the impact that the research has for the Air Force and the behavioral science
community as well. Because the unit commander is ultimately responsible for assigning
individuals to the requirements of each AEF, the leader must understand the impact that
those assignment decisions have on the airmen. With retention of trained individuals a
desired goal, predictability, most likely, is an important factor in the decision to stay with
the Air Force. For AEF individuals the primary path of impact is directly through job
satisfaction. If AEF airman have predictable lives, they are more likely to have satisfying
jobs. While predictability proved to be a major factor in determining WFC for AEF
airmen, WFC itself also proved a significant factor in job satisfaction, and thus intent to
stay. What this means is that giving predictable schedules to deployable airmen is not
enough. The unit commander must recognize and minimize the conflict that a deployable
job causes with family lives.
Impact for the Air Force. For the Air Force in general, predictability is most
likely an important factor for all airmen, regardless of assignment under the AEF. While
the Air Force has focused on increasing the schedule predictability for AEF airmen, the
study indicates that significant improvement on retention might be made by increasing
the predictability of the non-AEF group's schedules due to the similarities in model fit
between the groups.
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Impact for the Behavioral Science Community. For the behavioral science
community, this study adds a better understanding of the antecedents to the generally
accepted job satisfaction/organizational commitment/intent to stay relationship. Schedule
predictability and WFC seem to explain important amounts of the variance of job
satisfaction.
Limitations
Sampling. Sampling limitations hindered the ability of the study to ensure that all
demographics were chosen in adequate numbers. The limitations of the Air Force
personnel database restricted the search categories to those that the Air Force tracks well
(marital status in place of dependent status). The database also limited the number of
search categories used simultaneously, hindering the stratified sampling technique.
Data Collection. While the web survey aided in the accurate retrieval of data,
several problems existed. Data could only be collected from individuals who had access
to a computer, e-mail, and the world wide web. While this may have been the case for
officers and senior enlisted personnel, the lack of access may have explained the underrepresentation of junior airmen in the sample. Junior airmen are more likely to be doing
work that keeps them away from a desk-bound job, work such as maintaining aircraft,
installing communication lines, or repairing roads.
Statistical Analysis. The technique used in this study, SEM, while highly
sophisticated, still has drawbacks when one attempts to draw conclusions about causality.
For instance, did the attitudes that the sample respondents exhibited exist prior to the
implementation of the EAF program?
Suggested Areas for Further Research
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Longitudinal Data. This study provides a cross-sectional study of the feelings of
active duty Air Force personnel in at a certain point in time: the month of December,
2000. In order to examine the impact that the AEF program itself is having on the
Predictability to Intent to Stay relationship, a future study should be conducted, using the
same or similar measures and techniques. Such a new study could then be compared to
this data and analysis. As the AEF program matures, there may be differences in the
constructs that will indicate an impact on the individual and his behavior.
Links to Objective Data. This study linked individual self-report measures of
times and days spent away from home over a year prior to the administration of the
survey. Respondents may have forgotten, estimated, or mistakenly reported such data.
A method that clearly links a specific individual with objective deployment data
maintained by the Air Force will not only provide a more accurate representation of
objective deployment data, but will allow the tracking of actual retention, rather than
intent to stay.
Improved Measures. While all measures proved reliable, better adaptations of the
borrowed measures would improve the quality of the data. For instance, the item asking
if an individual will be with the Air Force in five years failed to account for retirement or
other non-voluntary means of leaving the organization. Additionally, the survey utilized
the same items to judge WFC both while at home and while away from home. Important
time management decisions, such as whether to stay at work late or to return home to
spend time with a family, are entirely relevant while an individual is not deployed, but
are not factors when an airman is deployed. The time trade-off between work and family
is removed from that individual's control.
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Final Thoughts
In the end, the study lent some credence to the notion that predictability, via
WFC, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment, impacted the intent to stay of the
selected case study: Air Force EAF members. While much of the initial goal of
explaining the EAF program's role in the relationships cannot be determined without
further study, the research is a step forward to understanding a real-world problem via
behavioral measures. The hope exists that this research, combined with further studies,
will enable the US Air Force to have a more comprehensive understanding of the
motivation of its airmen and the impact that its policies have upon them.
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Appendix A: Survey Package
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR UNIVERSITY (AETC)
Survey
Page 1
Expeditionary Air Force Attitude Survey
INSTRUCTIONS
The objective of this survey is to better enable Air Force leaders to understand and improve the quality of life
for airmen. Completion of this survey is entirely voluntary.
Please answer all items by filling in the appropriate spaces directly on the survey itself or by writing a response
in the space provided. If, for any item, you do not find a response that fits your situation exactly, use the one
that is the closest to the way you feel.
Your reply will be treated in strict confidence and will be available only to the researcher and the research
advisor. In addition, when the results of this study are published, readers will not be able to identify specific
individuals. Results of this survey will be available upon request to the researcher.
Thank you for your cooperation in participating in this study. If you have any questions, please contact the
researcher, Captain Patrick J. Obruba at:
Capt Patrick J. Obruba, USAF
AFIT/ENV BLDG640
2950 P Street
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-7765
Phone: (937) 255-2998
Fax: (937) 656-4699
e-mail: patrick.obruba@afit.af.mil

PART I: DEPLOYMENT/TDY HISTORY
For the purposes of this survey, a DEPLOYMENT is defined as an official duty away from home,
where the Airman is temporarily assigned to another unit. A TDY is defined as an official duty
away from home where there is no change of assignment.
1.

Are you currently assigned to a unit deployable under the Expeditionary Air Force (EAF)?
Yes
No

2.

Were you deployed for more than 30 consecutive days over the past year?
Yes
No
How many total times were you deployed over the last year?
How many total days were you deployed over the last year?

3.

Were you on a TDY of any length over the past year? (Not including deployments as defined
above)
Yes
No
How many total times were you TDY over the last year?
How many total days were you TDY over the last year?
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(This page NOT part of survey, for reference only)
EAF
Assigned?

Predictability
Form Version

(Page 1,
Question 1)

Deploy > 30
Days?
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(Page 1,
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Survey
Page 2a
4. For these statements, please fill in the circle for the number that indicates the extent to which
you agree the statement is true. Use the scale below for your responses.
1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

3
Slightly
disagree

4
Neither
disagree
nor agree

5
Slightly
agree

6
Moderately
agree

7
Strongly
agree

a. I feel certain about how my deployment schedule will turn out over the next 15 months.
b. Being under the AEF schedule has made my life easier.
c. I know my AEF deployment vulnerability times.
d. Now that I am assigned to an AEF deployable unit, I can plan my life much better.
e. Under the AEF program, my life is more predictable.
f. There is uncertainty in my AEF schedule.
g. The AEF provides clear, planned goals for my deployment schedule
h. Explanation is clear as to my AEF schedule.
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Survey
Page 2b
4. For these statements, please fill in the circle for the number that indicates the extent to which
you agree the statement is true. Use the scale below for your responses.
1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

3
Slightly
disagree

4
Neither
disagree
nor agree

5
Slightly
agree

6
Moderately
agree

a. I feel certain about how my Air Force schedule will turn out over the next 15 months.
b. My Air Force schedule has made my life easier.
c. With my Air Force schedule, I can plan my life much better.
d. There is uncertainty in my Air Force schedule.
e. Explanation is clear as to my Air Force schedule.
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7
Strongly
agree

Survey
Page 3a
5. For these statements, please fill in the circle for the number that indicates the extent to which
you agree the statement is true. Use the scale below for your responses.
1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

3
Slightly
disagree

4
Neither
disagree
nor agree

5
Slightly
agree

6
Moderately
agree

7
Strongly
agree

Answers in column 1 reflect feelings while NOT deployed.
Answers in column 2 reflect feelings while deployed.
a. My work keeps me from my family more than I would like.
b. I often feel the strain of attempting to balance my responsibilities with work and family.
c. The things I do that make me effective at work also help me to be a better family member.
d. My work takes up time that I feel I should spend with my family.
e. Because my work is so demanding, I am often irritable with my family.
f. What works well for me with my family seems to be effective at work as well, and vice versa.
g. The time I must devote to my job does not keep me from participating equally in family
responsibilities and activities.
h. The demands of my job make it difficult for me to maintain the kind of relationship with my
family that I would like.
i. I am not able to act the same way with family as at work.
j. I generally seem to have enough time to fulfill my potential both in my career and as a family
member.
k. The tension of balancing my responsibilities with my family and work often causes me to feel
emotionally drained.
1.1 act differently in responding to interpersonal problems at work than I do with my family.
m. The problem solving approaches I use in my job are effective in resolving problems with my
family.
n. Behavior that is effective and necessary for me at work would be counterproductive with my
family.
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Survey
Page 3b
5. For these statements, please fill in the circle for the number that indicates the extent to which
you agree the statement is true. Use the scale below for your responses.
1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

3
Slightly
disagree

4
Neither
disagree
nor agree

5
Slightly
agree

6
Moderately
agree

7
Strongly
agree

Answers in column 1 reflect feelings while NOT TDY.
Answers in column 2 reflect feelings while TDY.
a. My work keeps me from my family more than I would like.
b. I often feel the strain of attempting to balance my responsibilities with work and family.
c. The things I do that make me effective at work also help me to be a better family member.
d. My work takes up time that I feel I should spend with my family.
e. Because my work is so demanding, I am often irritable with my family.
f. What works well for me with my family seems to be effective at work as well, and vice versa.
g. The time I must devote to my job does not keep me from participating equally in family
responsibilities and activities.
h. The demands of my job make it difficult for me to maintain the kind of relationship with my
family that I would like.
i. I am not able to act the same way with family as at work.
j. I generally seem to have enough time to fulfill my potential both in my career and as a family
member.
k. The tension of balancing my responsibilities with my family and work often causes me to feel
emotionally drained.
1.1 act differently in responding to interpersonal problems at work than I do with my family.
m. The problem solving approaches I use in my job are effective in resolving problems with my
family.
n. Behavior that is effective and necessary for me at work would be counterproductive with my
family.
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Survey
Page 3c
5. For these statements, please fill in the circle for the number that indicates the extent to which
you agree the statement is true. Use the scale below for your responses.
1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

3
Slightly
disagree

4
Neither
disagree
nor agree

5
Slightly
agree

6
Moderately
agree

7
Strongly
agree

a. My work keeps me from my family more than I would like.
b. I often feel the strain of attempting to balance my responsibilities with work and family.
c. The things I do that make me effective at work also help me to be a better family member.
d. My work takes up time that I feel I should spend with my family.
e. Because my work is so demanding, I am often irritable with my family.
f. What works well for me with my family seems to be effective at work as well, and vice versa.
g. The time I must devote to my job does not keep me from participating equally in family
responsibilities and activities.
h. The demands of my job make it difficult for me to maintain the kind of relationship with my
family that I would like.
i. I am not able to act the same way with family as at work.
j. I generally seem to have enough time to fulfill my potential both in my career and as a family
member.
k. The tension of balancing my responsibilities with my family and work often causes me to feel
emotionally drained.
1.1 act differently in responding to interpersonal problems at work than I do with my family.
m. The problem solving approaches I use in my job are effective in resolving problems with my
family.
n. Behavior that is effective and necessary for me at work would be counterproductive with my
family.
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Survey
Page 4
6. For these statements, please fill in the circle for the number that indicates the extent to which
you agree the statement is true. Use the scale below for your responses.
1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

3
Slightly
disagree

4
Neither
disagree
nor agree

5
Slightly
agree

6
Moderately
agree

7
Strongly
agree

a. All in all, I am satisfied with my job.
b. I am actively looking for a job outside of the Air Force.
c. I could be very happy to spend the rest of my career with the Air Force.
d. I enjoy discussing the Air Force with people outside it.
e. I do not feel like part of the Air Force family.
f. I do not feel emotionally attached to the Air Force.
g. In general, I don't like my job.
h. I am seriously thinking about quitting my job.
i. I really feel as if the Air Force's problems are my own.
j. I think that I could become as easily attached to some other organization as I am to the Air
Force.
k. I often think about quitting my job with the Air Force.
1.1 do not feel a strong sense of belonging to the Air Force.
m. I will be working in the Air Force five years from now.
n. In general, I like working in the Air Force.
o. The Air Force has a great deal of personal meaning for me.
p. As soon as I can find a better job, I'll leave the Air Force.
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Survey
Page 5
7. What is your gender?
8. What is your age in years?
9. What is your duty Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC), i.e., the authorized manning position to
which you are currently assigned?
10. Indicate your rank:
11. What is the name of the base you are currently stationed at?
12. To what command are you currently assigned?
13. Are you currently married?
14. List the ages of any family members, other than a spouse, whom you would consider
dependents:
This completes the survey. Thank you for your participation. If you have any additional
comments please type them below.
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Appendix B: Descriptive Statistics

Table B-l. Predictability Scale Statistics, Non-EAF Sample
M**
Scale*
a. I feel certain about how my Air Force schedule
will turn out over the next 15 months.
b. My Air Force schedule has made my life easier.
c. With my Air Force schedule, I can plan my life
much better.
d. There is uncertainty in my Air Force schedule,
(rev)
e. Explanation is clear as to my Air Force schedule

4.65
4.79

SD
1.45
2.01

Sk
-.43
-.64

Ku
-.46
-.95

4.57
4.79

1.82
1.79

-.62
.06

-.80
-.57

3.95

1.99

-.95

-1.36

5.13

1.58

-.43

.42

V
2.09

a
.84

e
.33

*NofCases=191
**M = mean, SD = standard deviation, Sk = skewness, Ku = kurtosis, V = variance, a = Chronbach's
alpha, e = estimated error [(1-oc) x V]

Table B-2. Predictability Scale Statistics, EAF Sample
M**
Scale*
a. I feel certain about how my deployment
schedule will turn out over the next 15 months.
b. Being under the AEF schedule has made my life
easier.
c. I know my AEF deployment vulnerability times.
d. Now that I am assigned to an AEF deployable
unit, I can plan my life much better.
e. Under the AEF program, my life is more
predictable.
f. There is uncertainty in my AEF schedule, (rev)
g. The AEF provides clear, planned goals for my
deployment schedule
h. Explanation is clear as to my AEF schedule.

4.03
4.23

SD
1.43
2.01

Sk
-.23
-.32

Ku
-.42
-1.17

3.68

1.69

-.02

-.64

4.82
3.87

1.94
1.78

-.63
-.12

-.74
-.91

3.79

1.81

-.02

-1.04

3.65
4.01

1.82
1.69

.30
-.25

-.87
-.80

4.16

1.76

-.23

-.84

V
2.04

a
.91

*N of Cases =171
**M = mean, SD = standard deviation, Sk = skewness, Ku = kurtosis, V = variance, a = Chronbach's
alpha, e = estimated error [(1-a) x V]
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e
.18

Table B-3. Work-Family Conflict Scale Statistics, At Home Measure

Scale*
a. My work keeps me from my family more than I
would like.
b. I often feel the strain of attempting to balance
my responsibilities with work and family.
c. The things I do that make me effective at work
also help me to be a better family member, (rev)
d. My work takes up time that I feel I should spend
with my family.
e. Because my work is so demanding, I am often
irritable with my family.
f. What works well for me with my family seems
to be effective at work as well, and vice versa,
(rev)
g. The time I must devote to my job does not keep
me from participating equally in family
responsibilities and activities, (rev)
h. The demands of my job make it difficult for me
to maintain the kind of relationship with my family
that I would like.
i. I am not able to act the same way with family as
at work.
j. I generally seem to have enough time to fulfill
my potential both in my career and as a family
member, (rev)
k. The tension of balancing my responsibilities
with my family and work often causes me to feel
emotionally drained.
1.1 act differently in responding to interpersonal
problems at work than I do with my family.
m. The problem solving approaches I use in my
job are effective in resolving problems with my
family, (rev)
n. Behavior that is effective and necessary for me
at work would be counterproductive with my
family.

M**
4.11
4.16

SD
1.08
1.92

Sk
-.10
-.17

Ku
.17
-1.06

4.48

1.83

-.37

-.81

3.76

1.59

.18

-.39

4.21

1.74

-.18

-.81

3.67

1.76

.08

-.81

3.87

1.33

.25

.67

4.23

1.66

-.11

-.75

4.05

1.77

-.17

-.90

4.25

1.73

-.23

-.59

3.94

1.66

.07

-.79

4.28

1.76

-.24

-.59

4.67

1.61

-.34

-.36

3.96

1.49

.20

-.30

4.17

1.55

-.11

-.28

V
1.17

a
.89

e
.13

*N of Cases = 358
**M = mean, SD: : standard deviation, Sk = skewness, Ku = kurtosis, V = variance, a = Chronbach's
alpha, e = estimated error [(1-a) x V]
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Table B-4. Job Satisfaction Scale Statistics
M**
Scale*
a. All in all, I am satisfied with my job.
g. In general, I don't like my job. (rev)
n. In general, I like working in the Air Force.

5.22
4.94
5.30
5.42

SD
1.44
1.78
1.78
1.48

Sk
-1.00
-.91
-1.07
-1.00

Ku
.64
-.22
.22
1.74

V
2.08

a
.82

e
.37

*N of Cases = 360
**M = mean, SD = standard deviation, Sk = skewness, Ku = kurtosis, V = variance, a = Chronbach's
alpha, e = estimated error [(1-a) x V]

Table B-5. Organizational Commitment Scale Statistics
M**
Scale*
c. I could be very happy to spend the rest of my
career with the Air Force.
d. I enjoy discussing the Air Force with people
outside it.
e. I do not feel like part of the Air Force family,
(rev)
f. I do not feel emotionally attached to the Air
Force, (rev)
i. I really feel as if the Air Force's problems are
mv own.
j. I think that I could become as easily attached to
some other organization as I am to the Air Force.
1.1 do not feel a strong sense of belonging to the
Air Force, (rev)
o. The Air Force has a great deal of personal
meaning for me.

4.65
4.77

SD
1.11
1.92

Sk
-.42
-.65

Ku
-.23
-.67

5.03

1.70

-.76

-.21

4.76

1.79

-.32

-.99

4.69

1.91

-.43

-.98

3.93

1.69

-.11

-.82

3.74

1.69

.22

-.73

4.75

1.86

-.39

-.98

5.08

1.61

-.81

.08

V
1.24

a
.87

*N of Cases = 360
**M = mean, SD = standard deviation, Sk = skewness, Ku = kurtosis, V = variance, a = Chronbach's
alpha, e = estimated error [(1-a) x V]
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e
.16

Table B-6. Intent to Stay Scale Statistics

Scale*
b. I am actively looking for a job outside of the Air
Force, (rev)
h. I am seriously thinking about quitting my job.
(rev)
k. I often think about quitting my job with the Air
Force, (rev)
m. I will be working in the Air Force five years
from now.
p. As soon as I can find a better job, I'll leave the
Air Force, (rev)

M**
4.42
4.21

SD
1.70
2.10

Sk
-.31
-.12

Ku
-.79
-1.23

5.11

2.01

-.74

-.68

4.41

2.08

-.27

-1.22

3.84

2.26

.03

-1.46

4.55

2.07

-.38

-1.07

V
2.88

a
.87

*N of Cases = 360
**M = mean, SD = standard deviation, Sk = skewness, Ku = kurtosis, V = variance, a = Chronbach's
alpha, e = estimated error [(1-00 x V]
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e
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N = 360.00

Table B-7. Covariance Matrix, Full Sample

Measure
1. Predictability
2. Work-Family Conflict
3. Job Satisfaction
4. Organizational Commitment
5. Retention

1
2.178*
-.708
.754
.451
.724

2

3

4

5

1.166
-.700
-.449
-.701

2.076
1.057
1.628

1.237
1.181

2.882

♦Variances on diagonal, n = 362

Table B-8. Covariance Matrix, AEF Sub-group

Measure
1. Predictability
2. Work-Family Conflict
3. Job Satisfaction
4. Organizational Commitment
5. Retention

1
2.007*
-.456
.546
.403
.859

2

3

4

5

1.067
-.782
-.490
-.812

2.245
1.067
1.625

1.313
1.200

3.047

♦Variances on diagonal, n = 171

Table B-9. Covariance Matrix, Non-AEF Sub-group

Measure
1. Predictability
2. Work-Family Conflict
3. Job Satisfaction
4. Organizational Commitment
5. Retention

1
2.091*
-.810
.814
.436
.482

2

3

4

5

1.201
-.575
-.387
-.552

1.882
1.025
1.584

1.160
1.139

2.689

♦Variances on diagonal, n = 191
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Table B-10. Covariance Matrix, Dependent Sub-group

Measure
1. Predictability
2. Work-Family Conflict
3. Job Satisfaction
4. Organizational Commitment
5. Retention

1
2.285*
-.847
.717
.388
.759

2

3

4

5

1.249
-.741
-.434
-.733

1.817
.962
1.416

1.240
1.098

2.804

*Variances on diagonal, n = 224

Table B-ll. Covariance Matrix, No-Dependent Sub-group

Measure
1. Predictability
2. Work-Family Conflict
3. Job Satisfaction
4. Organizational Commitment
5. Retention

1
2.011*
-.501
.778
.545
.675

2

3

4

5

1.026
-.657
-.490
-.651

2.487
1.196
1.998

1.222
1.333

3.031

* Variances on diagonal, n = 138
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Appendix C: Sample LISREL Program

*--bold line numbers added for clarity; not part of working program
001* OVERALL GROUP ANALYSIS, EAF PREDICTABILITY MODEL
002 DA NO=362 NI=5
003 LA
004 pwj or
pwj or
005 CM
006 2.178
!w
007 -.708 1.166
008 .753 -.700 2.076
U
!o
009 .451 -.449 1.057 1.237
010 .724-.701 1.628 1.1812.882 !r
011 SE
012 wj orp
013 MO NX=1 NY=4 NK=1 NE=4 LX=FU LY=FU TD=SY TE=SY BE=FU GA=FU
PS=SY PH=SY
014 LK
015 PREDICT
016 LE
017 WFC JOBSAT ORGCOM RETEN
PREDICT
018 PALX
019 1
■P
WFC JOBSAT ORGCOM RETEN
020 PALY
ws
021 1000
022 0 1 0 0
Ü
o
023 0 010
r
024 0 0 0 1
025 PATD
P
026 0
V
027 MATD
!P
028 .33
P
wj or
028 PATE
w
029 0
030 0 0
o
031 000
r
032 0000
wj or
033 MATE
w
034 .13
035 0 .37
Ü
o
036 0 0.16
r
037 0 0 0 .38
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038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057

PA PH
IPREDICT
1
IPREDICT
PA GA
IPREDICT
1
!WFC
1
IJOBSAT
0
IORGCOM
0
!RETEN
PA BE
!WFC JOBSAT ORGCOM RETEN
0000
!WFC
1000
IJOBSAT
110 0
IORGCOM
01 10
IRETEN
PA PS
IWFC JOBSAT ORGCOM RETEN
1
IWFC
01
IJOBSAT
00 1
IORGCOM
000 1
IRETEN
FI LX(1,1) LY(1,1) LY(2,2) LY(3,3) LY(4,4)
(1,1) LY(1,1) LY(2,2) LY(3,3) LY(4,4)
OUSCRSMI

notes:
a. Lines 006-010 represent the inter-measure covariance matrix for the group under
analysis.
b. See Jaccard & Wan (1999) for a description of the programming techniques.
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Appendix D: Relevant Survey Comments

»-indicates a comment that was truncated due to limited database field length
1. The questions regarding quitting your job are not realistic. How can you quit a four
year contract? The question should have been: Do you plan to re-enlist?
2. We have too many deployments and not enough people in today's Air Force.
3

AEFs seem to work for the fly community, but for the support community it is not.
Case in point, were on the hook for 5 months AEF 2 for a 7 level and a 5 level, the 7
level had a grade requirement for a E-6. 4 weeks before they were to leave
someone...*

4 I love my job and would stay in for as long as I can however I will not go a second
term simply because of the lack of money and the USAF not allowing my job to be
done properly. If the Air Force keeps taking the good mechanics out of a mechanical
career...*
5. While the concept of knowing when you are to deploy is good, the reality is that the
needs of the Air Force come first. Many times personnel are pulled to deploy in the
name of AEF only to really be doing a manning assist.
6 The assignment process is out there, and I have spent all my time on heavies (c-5) and
try to stay only to be told there was no jobs, for there to be jobs available two weeks
after I received my orders here is a perfect example of the reason good qualified.. .*
7. I think that all recruiters should have to come and work at least one week with these
stupid, slow, lazy people that they are putting in the Air force these days. I've only
been in 3 Vi years and the quality of people has drastically changed. My terminal.. .*
8. My negatives comes from years of short manning and "handle it or be destroyed"
attitudes. Commanders and senior leadership seems to have no support for the small
support organizations that just don't have the personnel or recourses to meet the
requirement...*
9. I want to be deployed. The AEF prevents me from being deployed as much as I
would like. I don't like it.
10.1 like the AEF program because it is much more predictable and easier to plan for.
My job is very tedious and dull at times. IT lacks much interest, and is considered a
"bad job" by other units. This base is also hard to get away from, other than
normal...*
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11.1 enjoy my service in the Air Force. Maybe it is because I do not have to go TDY that
often. I've always been a Civil Engineer troop. I enjoy PCSing every few years to
grow in my career. I plan on staying in the Air Force past the 20 year mark, as SMSgt
I...*
12.1 am currently not assigned to an AEF. However, my current position has me
working in mobility. I understand how the AEF works and why it was implemented.
I cannot strongly say that I agree with the program though. It seems that there is still
aloto...*
13. Why do individuals upon returning from SWA get compensatory time off, when
individuals returning from a remote assignment do not?
14.1 love my job but can no longer keep up the pace of doing more with less. Simply put,
I am burned out and tired of doing the jobs of 3 people all the time. Sorry, but a 3.7%
pay-raise doesn't make up for what we are being asked to do.
15.1 deployed to Skopje, Macedonia in May 00 with one week notice. Fortunately I am
not married or have any dependents, it could have been quite a hardship.
16.1 don't feel that the EAF has help our Unit since we are 24 authorized personnel under
manned. The Command continues to send us taskings but no to fill authorizations so
we continue to work numerous hours with no light at the end of the tunnel. It's no.. .*
17. Although I know when I am slotted for deployment, my MAJCOM can't get it totally
together and we continue to send folks out to AEF deployments with very little
notice. This cause stress on the deploying member, member's family, the unit and coworkers.
18. The EAF effects me more due to the fact that I am married to an active duty member
and he is sent TDY overseas several times a year even though I am not, which is a
good thing since we have three boys.
19. An additional question might be how long have I been in the AF, which is just over 1
year. I'm also in a profession that is not typically selected to deploy, as far as I can
tell. Examining the results by rank should yield interesting results, but also b.. .*
20. I've been in the AF for nearly 17 years, and overall I have enjoyed it very much. I've
only been here at Nellis for 7 months, and I really don't enjoy my job here. I will
probably get out after 20 years, because I'm tried of not having the equipment an.. .*
21. Although the AEF Rotations are not all inclusive to all types of deployments I may be
sent on, they do allow for some degree of predictability. This will be of benefit to me
as I can schedule my educational plans accordingly.
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22. The reason I answered the way I did on the AEF questions because we have a say
AEF time but we are also alternates for other AEF times. I had a 3 day notice
deployment in 1999.
23.1 love the Air Force, but I think that everyone should PCS or deploy more....esp. the
younger troops. I have been at the same base for 4 years and would like to go
overseas. I have been deployed one time. I just believe that most folks join to travel
an
24.1 feel we are underpaid for everything we do. As a Mid-grade NCO I have
responsibilities that would mean a quite larger paycheck. The only reason why I
haven't gotten out is that I am too close to retirement to give it all up now. I have seen
lots of peopl...*
25. AEF needs more coordination, because the bases participating in AEF are short
falling slots and then you are looking for people from other participating AEF bases
who will shortfall eventually because you took someone that was already scheduled
to AEF I...*
26. All in all for the five years I've been in, I've seen little improvement in the AF which
is why we are hemorrhaging captains into a strong civilian economy. At the current
rate of the Air Force's attempts to catch up the only way this will stop is a turn I.. .*
27. Overall, I am relatively satisfied with the US Air Force. I hope that it will become
better as the years progress. Manning (lack of) is killing us, and today's recruits
don't seem to be as "grown up" as those in the past. Letting anybody into the Air
Force...*
28. Big problem with the EAF is that support units get more heavily tasked than
operational units. Also, some units who could contribute to the overall force are
ignored (i.e. tanker bases and training bases don't fully support EAF taskings in
aircraft maint...*
29.1 am on an enabler, so I answered 'yes' when asked if I'm on a deployable UTC, but
many of the rest of the questions then did not seem relevant. I didn't understand
many of the questions in section III and IV. I answered 'neither agree nor disagree'
to...*
30.1 feel that the AEF has been a great implementation into the Air Force. It has helped
many families over it's course of time here at F.E. Warren maintain a sense of
stability, along with feelings of home basing.
31. Manning at home station does not match the task commitment. AEF should not be
manned at 100%. Our capability to rapidly deploy should be utilized more
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effectively. Keep the bodies where the work is. The lack of manning on a daily basis
is the core to...*
32. The AEF Concept when applied is not a Bad System, however when your assigned to
a support AFSC under the AEF concept you'll deploy more often than under the
palace tenure system. In a Support AFSC under the AEF concept myself as a UDM
can almost guarantee
33.1 will take this opportunity to identify, what I feel is a serious problem with morale.
Ten years ago an NCO had and was permitted to use the authority granted them by
virtue of their rank. Now, I find it more frequent that you cannot accomplish very
muc...*
34.1 am currently filling in as a Unit Deployment Manager. This is not part of my actual
AFSC but I feel this job is more rewarding personally and keeps changing at such a
steady pace that I do not have time to get bored. Of all the jobs I have had in my
19...*
35. Some of the questions you ask have an emotional aspect to them that cannot be
expressed on a good/bad scale. For instance, some of the questions dealing with
finding a job outside the Air Force infer dissatisfaction as the reason for seeking
outside empl...*
36. AEF doesn't tell bomber units ANYTHING. We have a window, but no one know if
we will deploy or not. Unlike fighter or AMC units, putting bombers on someone's
doorstep is a political statement. We have more mobility slots than personnel
assigned. TheL...*
37.1 do not believe that I am a good source of information for this particular survey, as I
have only been a member of the Air Force for 4 months, have never been deployed,
and am not even qualified yet to be deployed (despite the fact that I fill a UTC
slot...*
38. Not allowing swap outs during deployments hurts morale tremendously. The extra
cost of swapping out personnel during a 90 day rotation would make the AEF much
better, if the squadron can support it.
39. The management of a base and unit makes and brake the moral, mission, and peoples
will to give and support overall mission of type USAF. Poor commanders and
supervisors are killing careers and as a whole increasing a breed of highly dissatisfied
and resent...*
40. Exactly how are my responses, as well as my fellow airmen, going to be utilized to
improve the quality of live in the AF? Will we realize the application of the
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responses? I would love to know that the time taken to complete this form has not
been in va...*
41. The AEF concept has some very beneficial aspects to it, however, there continues to
be a flux that makes the realization of the concept problematic. Until someone puts
their foot down on the theater requirements this will continue to be a problem. Fo.. .*
42. Budget cuts have made our job very difficult. We are always expected to do more
with less. It is almost to the point of being impossible to get aircraft off the ground. I
feel our situation is deteriorating at an exponential rate.
43.1 am a member of the 752CSS. We are part of a HDLD Wing. We are not only
deployed in support of multiple AEFs, we also continuously deployed in support of
OSW, ONW and CDO. Due to us supporting AEFs and all other AWACS
deployments the AEF really doesn'.. .*
44.1 am currently medically cross-training from 1C53X1
45.1 am due to retire from the Air Force in about 1 1/2 years. Generally speaking, the
Air Force has been good to my family and me. I have seen a lot of change for the
good, and maybe a little not so good, over the years. I have been through several
year...*
46.1 think the survey section in which you had to decide what you're feeling about your
AF commitments while TDY vs. not being TDY are very confusing. Are you trying
to prove that one's feelings toward the military are different when TDY vs. being at
home? P...*
47. I'm in an Air Control Squadron and we're not really assigned to a specific AEF. The
whole GTACS structure is being redesigned and the chaos associated with it is
frustrating. I have no clear guidance on when I'm deploying or what rotational basis
I'm on...*
48. Very difficult to answer most questions of this survey. Our wing is not assigned to an
numbered AEF....the wing is assigned to an AEW. Having said that, we do have a
sizable number of personnel UTCs assigned to support all the AEFs.
49. Officers need to make rank on their own, not by stepping all over NCO's. Close the
pay gap between Officers and Enlisted. We do the work.
50.1 think the EAF concept is good but I thought it was for a more rapidly deployable
Air Force not this 15 month rotation. Yes it makes it easier to plan things but even
then the squadron doesn't plan for it. They just tell you about it. I have been on a... *
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51. AEF's are a great concept except for the short notice back-fills you have to pull for
other bases.
52. Before the AEF, I was not tasked to deploy as a 9-level. Since the AEFI have been
tasked from March to June of each of the last 2 years and next year my wife who is
also a 9-level in the same career field is tasked for the same time-frame. Knowing
when...*
53. Overall, I'm sick and tired of the hypocrisy that I have witnessed over a span of
almost 20 years. Amazingly enough I've seen it from year one to now on a
continuing basis. Would the same type of problems occur in a different job?? Maybe.
But my ending...*
54.1 love the USAF and my current job. Even as a new Lt, I've had no problem managing
my AF career with life. Despite my hectic office hours and TDY schedule, I am
taking classes at night. And since my recent engagement to another AF officer, I've
found th...*
55.1 enjoy my job in the Air Force, but I feel as if the Air Force does not really care
about me. I am here to do what they need and after I am no longer needed, I am no
longer wanted.
56. The AF is not a bad place to get your life started. But as a family man with young
children, sometimes the money is not there and that's when you start thinking and
realizing you could make more money in the civilian world. Even though you might
be happy...*
57.1 feel as if a majority of the questions were directed towards the civilian side of the
AF. If the questions are to get the opinion of military personnel, the questions should
be more specific towards military life. The first part of the questionnaire is okay.. .*
58. The only problem that I see in today's Air Force in my AFSC is limited Base choice,
I would love to see the Air Force go to a General AFSC for Fighter Crew Chiefs. It
would be better all they way around I think as the F-16 Crew Chiefs would not be so
taske...*
59. This survey weights emotional attachment to the USAF too heavily~as if you aren't
passionate about the AF, then you can't possible be satisfied with it as part of your
life. There is way more gray there than I think you are going to get with this survey.
60. The Air Force was good for me, but this does not apply anymore. Times have change,
the economy has change. The benefits that the Air Force has do not compensate for
what I will be earning on the outside. I can not continue having a career where
earning...*
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61. As an instructor at Keesler I must interact differently with Non-Prior service students,
compared to how I must act with prior service students while TDY. That is why my
answers on some questions are opposite (TDY compared to Non-TDY).
62.1 like the Air Force and enjoy serving my country. I would like to stay in, but I am
not able to provide a quality lifestyle for my family on enlisted military pay.
63. With the exception of the 1.5 yrs in Grad School, I've spent all my AF time on
MAJCOM Staffs as a 6IS. While I don't have to deal with deployments, I have not
truly experienced the AF. Furthermore, most people do one staff tour -which they
typically do...*
64. I'm single, so the family questions don't really apply to me. That's the one thing that
keeps me from feeling like I'm "part of the Air Force family." I'm tagged for every
survey, and instead of asking the demographics questions up front, and using thos.. .*
65. As a manager, my job in garrison, in CONUS, drains enough of my soul --1 take
seriously the responsibilities of being an officer and of my job, and that inevitably
detracts from my ability to emotionally commit as much as I would like to my family.
Whe...*
66. I've enjoyed my Air Force career; however, the philosophy of "doing more with less,"
begins to wear on you after a while. My greatest frustration is not having the time to
complete all tasks to the best of my ability. Too much rushing is required to.. .*
67. Most of the questions were not, in my opinion, adequately answered by the range of
selections of simplified choices provided. I am a first term airman who is not happy
with his own personal situation in the USAF, though I am not unhappy with the AF as
aw...*
68.1 feel the Air Force is lost... and needs to be found again. We have just only recently
discovered that we have cut too much, had the wrong priorities, focused on the
personal traits that do not mean mission accomplishment.
69. The changes within the AF from '89 to date, have removed the closeness and
enjoyment I experienced in my early years. The senior leadership seems more
superficial and insincere than before. It has become more self-centered than before.
If the AF would be...*
70.1 often find myself having a hard time to complete my studies for up-grade training
and go to school at the same time (CCAF is mandatory here at the Fire School). Also
I must make time to stay fit for the Air Force's new PT program which I think is a
grea...*
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71. Been in the joint world since '86 - have never deployed anywhere for the USAF.
Enjoyed being in and identified strongly with the DoD mission, but am not especially
interested in AF OPs, and retirement is a real possibility, whenever the right
conditions.
72. Responses were based on tempo in my job at home station. "Family" responses are
how I would respond if I had a family ... I don't have one. But, I feel the amount of
time I end up putting into the job to accomplish the mission seriously impacts my
abili... *
73. Problem: the Air force does not look at the capabilities of an individual or there
qualifications. They will move a trained individual into a job they have never done,
and move someone else into the job that the individual was spent thousands of
dollars...*
74. My uncertainty about the job schedule in the next 15 months is due to my
volunteering for a job I don't know if I'll get. The only reason I don't feel completely
part of the AF family right now is my assignment to AFRL. There is not the same
feeling as...*
75. The AEF has made it easier for units assigned to an AEF, but not for those of us who
are not. We continue to get short notice taskings for various operations, giving people
less than 30 days notice. It seems that the manpower pool is made up from most i.. .*
76. The dissatisfaction I indicated in my job is more with my career field as a whole,
rather than with my current job. I've looked at retraining opportunities, but with a
newborn have decided not to pursue them at this time.
77.1 like my job and believe totally in the military I am serving in however, the
personnel cuts that have been made by our government have created a lot of stress in
my particular AFSC. We do not have enough people to do the job. I have talked to
counter...*
78. As a physician, the Air Force, or the military as a whole, does not have a clue how to
treat us, or how to use us. There are no surgeons, that are any good, that would
imagine continuing a career in the military, where you are constantly hassled, and
pr...*
79.1 have yet to see the benefit of the AEF concept. While I may not have been
physically tasked myself, our unit continually deploys personnel with sporadic breaks
in between. We currently have six deployed and we are preparing to deploy an
additional six...*
80. Some of the answers given are due to a pending PCS within 4 months. New
assignment is to Beale AFB, CA
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81.1 am currently on a short remote tour. The number of days TDY and deployed for me
are NOT indicative of most pilots.
82. My job here in AETC does not include TDYs, so for the section on how I feel while
TDY, I can't answer even though I was required to.
83. Perhaps this survey would be better filled out by someone who deploys.
84. The majority of this survey really didn't apply to me because I am in the C-130
Formal Training Unit as an Instructor, so we don't go TDY often and I will retire in
approx. 2.5 years.
85. My unit isn't a part of the EAF concept; so it does little to help planning purposes.
The majority of my TDY's and Deployments are unscheduled and often no-warning
(avg. 3-6 days notice). While we can volunteer to fill AEF billets, some of the billets
we...*
86. The AEF/EAF concept is an extraordinary fix to something that is not and has not
been broken. When applied to Air units I can see the benefits. During a recent TDY
to PS AB I saw the same air crews rotate in and out a few times. For base support
personn...*
87. If you want more people to stay in the Air Force, especially in the F-16 career fields,
then remote assignments to places like Korea need to go. Deployments to the Middle
East are no problem, it's the remotes to Korea that makes a career in the Air Fore.. .*
88.1 had a hard time with the family questions because I have no family to apply them to
because even when I am not TDY, I have no family nearby. I'm not sure how well
my answers will serve you, because I know the folks in my area with families have a
major...*
89. While this survey concentrates on EAF deployments, there is a small but significant
portion of the ADAF population that is stationed at a remote location...essentially
deployed for 12 months. If you are truly seeking responses from all ADAF members
who a...*
90. The question, "Would you leave if you found a better job?", I answered slightly
disagree because I am retirement eligible and need to be considering my future
options. I don't believe I will be in USAF in 5 years.
91.1 am surprised there are no questions about military married to military relationships
and how that may effect one's relationship and family life.
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92.1 answered based mostly off my previous experiences while stationed at
Spangdahlem, which needless to say, has a very big TDY/Deployment plate. Being
gone on the average of 30 days every couple of months or so caused serious problems
in my married life,.. .*
93.1 would like to be paid $55,000 a year excluding benefits.
94. This has been the most difficult, unrewarding job I've had since being in the AF.
Senior leadership does not care about what's going on with their folks. It seems they
only care about themselves and getting promoted. The morale/satisfaction of their
subo...*
95.1 have really enjoyed my last four years in the Air Force and have learned an
incredible amount. I will be getting out of the Air Force for reasons that have nothing
to do with the Air Force lifestyle, my job satisfaction, pay, or my family life.
96.1 just PCS'd to an Air Logistics Center where we don't deploy very often at all. I cam
from a Low-Density/High Demand airframe (U-2) that does not really fall under the
EAF concept. U-2s maintain operating locations worldwide 365 days a year. They
are...*
97.1 was previously assigned to pope AFB and that is where all of my TDY and
deployment answers came from. I was TDY for a total of 210 days in a 365 day time
period. That is why I PCS'd from there to an AMC base there are less TDY's at this
base...*
98.1 believe the Air Force has gone from one extreme to another by. Before DESERT
SHIELD/STORM the AF conduct little to no readiness exercises and rotations; now it
is overbearing. I could understand having readiness exercises every quarter, if we
had lost
99. I'm retiring in 7 months and some of my responses will probably skew your results.
100. The problem isn't the EAF concept. I think the concept would be successful if the
military had sufficient funds, manpower and equipment. We are not prepared to
fight two major conflicts simultaneously - I'm not talking about Desert Storm or a
small poli...*
101. I will be married soon. She has two daughters. Cross training is heavy on a lot of
the folks' minds here in Transportation.
102. Questions assume the option to stay in and do not allow for members with approved
retirement orders.
103. 1st dependent lives with my ex-wife.
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104. I don't believe there is the same sense of obligation or commitment in the Air Force
that there was, say, 15 years ago when I came in. We were a team then. Now, it
seems most people do the bare minimum required to get by. There is no sense of
quality o...*
105. The service has changed a lot since I came in. I feel it is better but the kids today
need to shut up and do their job instead of whining. We are focusing too much on
making things sweet for them because the nature of what we do is to travel and be
gone...*
106. Without any further explanation, I think my survey results might skew the results or
give an inaccurate picture of my views. First, I am a Squadron Section Commander
in a large SF unit. As such, members of my squadron deploy all the time, but I am
not p...*
107. Being part of an AEFI think is a good idea for most squadrons. I am part of a
rescue unit we do extra rotations at times but I guess it comes with the job. I think
the Air Force is doing well trying to schedule when a unit is gone I don't think any
oth...*
108. The AEF deployment I was involved in really made me question why I was in the
Air Force. I was excited to deploy, but only discovered that the way we operate, the
precedents being set, lack of support for the real mission, uncaring attitudes, and the
ina...*
109. The AEF has made it easier for units assigned to an AEF, but not for those of us
who are not. We continue to get short notice taskings for various operations, giving
people less than 30 days notice. It seems that the manpower pool is made up from
mosti...*
110. The EAF process is not well defined, and there is still to much confusion as to what
is going on. Additionally, people are still being double tasked when they return
home the don't shortfall the other commitments of additional EAF tasking, they will
pul...*
111. I think there is a serious morale problem with the young enlisted crowd. People
ask, Why? Well I'll to you why I feel the way I do. First on the list, I work in an
environment with a 50/50 O/E ratio. I feel we're (E1-E4) under rewarded for the
jobs we acco...*
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